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Abstract
In the maximum asymmetric traveling salesman problem (Max ATSP) we are given a
complete directed graph with nonnegative weights on the edges and we wish to compute
a traveling salesman tour of maximum weight. In this paper we give a fast combinatorial
7
10 -approximation algorithm for Max ATSP. It is based on techniques of eliminating and
diluting problematic subgraphs with the aid of half-edges and a method of edge coloring.
(A half-edge of edge (u, v) is informally speaking “either a head or a tail of (u, v)”.) A
new technique of diluting a problematic subgraph S consists in a seeming reduction of its
weight, which allows its better handling.
The current best approximation algorithms for Max ATSP, achieving the approxi-
mation guarantee of 23 , are due to Kaplan, Lewenstein, Shafrir, Sviridenko (2003) and
Elbassioni, Paluch, van Zuylen (2012). Using a result by Mucha, which states that an α-
approximation algorithm for Max ATSP implies a (2 + 11(1−α)9−2α )-approximation algorithm
for the shortest superstring problem (SSP), we obtain also a (2 3376 ≈ 2, 434)-approximation
algorithm for SSP, beating the previously best known (having an approximation factor
equal to 2 1123 ≈ 2, 4782.)
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1 Introduction
In the maximum asymmetric traveling salesman problem (Max ATSP) we are given a complete
directed graph G = (V,E) with nonnegative weights on the edges and we wish to compute
a traveling salesman tour of maximum weight. The problem is known to be APX-hard [26]
and the current best approximation algorithms for it are due to Kaplan, Lewenstein, Shafrir,
Sviridenko [13] obtained in 2003 and Elbassioni, Paluch, van Zuylen [25] published in 2012.
Both of them achieve the approximation ratio of 23 , the former is based on linear programming
and the other is combinatorial and simpler. Besides being an interesting problem in itself,
Max ATSP is also of particular interest because of its applications to a number of related
problems. For example, an α-approximation algorithm for Max ATSP implies a (2 + 11(1−α)9−2α )-
approximation algorithm for SSP, which was shown by Mucha [20]. The shortest superstring
problem is defined as follows. We are given n strings s1, s2, . . . , sn over a given alphabet
∑
and we want to find a shortest string s such that each si for i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n is a substring of
s. SSP arises in DNA sequencing and data compression. Currently the best approximation
algorithm for SSP is due to Mucha [20] and achieves an approximation factor of 21123 . For a
long time the best approximation algorithm for SSP was the one given by Sweedyk [27] in 1999
with an approximation factor of 212 . Any α-approximation algorithm for Max ATSP implies
also an algorithm with the same guarantee for the maximal compression problem defined by
Tarhio and Ukkonen [28].
We devise a combinatorial 710 -approximation algorithm for Max ATSP, thus proving
Theorem 1 There exists a 710 -approximation algorithm for the maximum asymmetric traveling
salesman problem.
Using the result of Mucha [20], we obtain
Corollary 1 There exists a 23376 -approximation algorithm for the shortest superstring problem.
The presented results are a simpler and weaker version of [22].
The approach we have adopted is as follows. We start by computing a maximum weight
cycle cover Cmax of G, where a cycle cover C of graph G is defined as a set of directed cycles
of G such that each vertex of G belongs to exactly one cycle of C. A maximum weight cycle
cover of G can be found in polynomial time by a reduction to maximum weight matching. Let
opt denote the weight of a traveling salesman tour of G of maximum weight. The weight of
an edge e will be denoted as w(e) and for any subset E′ of edges E by w(E′) we will mean∑
e∈E′ w(e). Since a traveling salesman tour is a cycle cover of G (consisting of just one cycle),
we know that w(Cmax) ≥ opt. By removing the lightest edge from each cycle of Cmax, we
obtain a collection of vertex-disjoint paths, which can be arbitrarily patched to form a tour.
Removing the lightest edge from cycle c of length k results in a path of weight at least k−1k w(c).
Since Cmax may contain cycles of length two (2-cycles), in the worst case the obtained tour
may have weight equal to 12w(Cmax). If we could find a maximum weight cycle cover of G
without cycles of length two (2-cycles) or three (3-cycles or triangles), then we would achieve
a 34 -approximation, but, unfortunately finding a maximum weight cycle cover without 2-cycles
is APX-hard [6].
Eliminating and diluting problematic subgraphs with the aid of half-edges Since
2- and 3-cycles in a maximum weight cycle cover are an obstacle to getting a 710 -approximation,
we would like to somehow get rid of them. To this end we use a technique of eliminating
problematic subgraphs with the aid of half-edges - a half-edge of edge (u, v) is informally
speaking “either a head or a tail of (u, v)”. Half-edges have already been introduced in [25].
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They have also been employed in [1],[10], [24]. Here we further develop this approach and show
how to eliminate even more complex subgraphs. We already know that computing a maximum
weight cycle cover without 2- and 3-cycles is hard. What we propose instead is to find a cycle
cover C ′ improving on Cmax in the sense it does not contain certain 2- and 3-cycles from Cmax
as well as some other difficult subgraphs but possibly contains half-edges and has weight at
least opt. Let us note that it is the requirement that the weight of C ′ is an upper bound
on opt that makes the task difficult. Without it finding new cycle covers avoiding prescribed
configurations is easy and we would not even have to resort to using half-edges. We believe
that the method utilizing half-edges provides a handy and relatively easy way of obtaining
new cycle covers (or sometimes matchings) improving on previous ones in a certain manner
and having weight upper or lower bounding opt, respectively. Additionally, half-edges in such
cycle covers can be either completely discarded or extended to full edges, yielding regular cycle
covers. Such an approach is often substantially easier than extracting a good cycle cover from
the fractional solution of an appropriate linear program. For example, note that the method
of obtaining two cycle covers of weight at least 2opt and without any common 2-cycle in [13]
is very complicated.
We deal with problematic subgraphs by either eliminating or diluting them. If Cmax con-
tains at least one 2-cycle or triangle, we compute a a cycle cover of G that does not contain
any 2-cycle or triangle that already belongs to Cmax but may contain 2-cycles or triangles that
are not in Cmax or half-edges. Such a cycle cover C1 is going to be called a relaxed cycle cover
C1 improving Cmax. Also we will ensure that a computed C1 has weight at least opt. In some
cases C1 would suffice to build a traveling salesman tour of weight at least 710opt. To (try to)
extract such a tour from C1 and Cmax we build a multigraph G1 consisting of 4 copies of Cmax
and 10 copies of C1. Each occurrence of an edge e in Cmax contributes 4 copies of e to G1 and
each occurrence of e in C1 contributes 10 copies of e to G1. If C1 contains only one half-edge
of a certain edge e, then C1 contributes 5 copies of e to G1. The number of copies of edge e
in G1 may be equal to up to 14. The total weight of edges of G1 is at least 14opt. We would
like to divide edges of G1 into 10 sets Z1, . . . , Z20 in such a way that each Zi (1 ≤ i ≤ 20) is a
collection of vertex-disjoint paths. One of the sets Z1, . . . , Z20 would then have to have weight
at least 710opt and by patching it to a tour, we would obtain the desired solution. Dividing
edges of G1 into 20 sets can be viewed as coloring them with 20 colors so that each color class
contains vertex-disjoint paths. Such coloring will also be called a path-20-coloring of G1. We
can see that we are not able to path-20-color G1 if C1 contains a tricky triangle t, which is a
triangle that shares an edge with a 2-cycle of Cmax. This is because a subgraph of G1 induced
on the vertices of t contains 38 edges, 4 of which belong to an edge oppositely oriented to an
edge of t. Therefore we would need 21 colors to path-color it. In the paper we show that if C1
does not contain a tricky triangle, then we are able to color G1 as required.
To safeguard against tricky triangles in C1, we introduce a technique of diluting, one of
the main new techniques of the paper. It consists in allowing a tricky triangle t to occur in
C1, but in a diluted form, by which we mean that although it contains all its edges, its weight
is seemingly appropriately decreased, which enables its path-coloring. In other words, this
technique succeeds (in a way) in altering the weights of edges in an unalterable (fixed) graph!
Methods of edge coloring For coloring G1 we present a method, which we think is
interesting in its own right. One of the surprisingly simple ideas on which this method is based
is as follows: let S be a subset of V and e = (u, v) an edge going into S (i.e. u /∈ S and v ∈ S),
which is colored with a color k. Then if there exists no edge e′ = (u′, v′) outgoing from S (i.e.
such that u′ ∈ S and v′ /∈ S) which is colored k, then e does not belong to any cycle, whose
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all edges are colored k. Using this idea in an inductive way is very helpful in the process of
coloring.
Coloring of multigraphs considered in this paper is also related to the linear arboricity
conjecture, which asserts that every k-regular digraph can be path-(k + 1)-colored ([21], [2]).
We are convinced that the presented techniques will find many other applications, not only
in the context of traveling salesman problems.
Previous and related results The history of approximating the problems of maximum
asymmetric traveling salesman and shortest superstring is quite long as is shown by the fol-
lowing lists of papers [18], [7], [29], [9], [14], [3], [3], [8], [27], [13], [25], [20] and [11], [14] [5],
[17], [13], [25].
Other variants of the maximum traveling salesman problem that have been considered are
among others: the maximum symmetric traveling salesman problem (MAX TSP), in which
the underlying graph is undirected - currently the best known approximation ratio is 45 [10],
the maximum symmetric traveling salesman problem, in which the edge weights satisfy the
triangle inequality - the best approximation factor is 78 [15], the maximum asymmetric traveling
salesman problem with a triangle inequality - the best approximation ratio is 3544 [16].
2 Outline of algorithm
Suppose we have computed a maximum weight cycle cover Cmax of a given complete directed
graph G = (V,E). We will say that a cycle c is hard if it belongs to Cmax and each edge
e of c satisfies w(e) > 310w(c). We are going to call cycles of length i, i.e. consisting of
i edges, i-cycles. Also, 3-cycles will be called triangles. Let us notice that only 2-cycles
and triangles can be hard. By c = (v1, v2, . . . , vi) we denote an i-cycle consisting of edges
(v1, v2), . . . , (vi−1, vi), (vi, v1). If Cmax does not contain a hard cycle, then we can easily build
a traveling salesman tour of weight at least 710w(Cmax) ≥ 710opt. If Cmax contains at least one
hard cycle, we would like to obtain another cycle cover C1, which does not contain any hard
cycle from Cmax (i.e. for each hard cycle c of Cmax, not all edges of c are contained in C1), has
weight at least opt and enables us to build a tour of weight at least 710opt. Let us remark here
that computing a cycle cover of weight at least opt and not containing any hard cycle is hard.
For comparison, note that computing a maximum weight cycle cover without any 2-cycles is
NP-hard. For this reason, we are going to relax the notion of a cycle cover and allow it to
contain half-edges - a half-edge of edge (u, v) is informally speaking “half of the edge (u, v)
that contains either a head or a tail of (u, v)”. We formally define half-edges and cycle cover
allowing half-edges later. For now one may think of C1 as a standard cycle cover.
To extract a tour of weight at least 710opt from Cmax and C1, we are going to build a
multigraph G1 consisting of 4 copies of Cmax and 10 copies of C1. More precisely, G1 contains
4 copies of each edge e ∈ Cmax \ C1, 10 copies of each e ∈ C1 \ Cmax and 14 copies of each
e ∈ C1 ∩ Cmax. We would like to color each edge of G1 with one of 20 colors so that edges of
the same color form a collection of disjoint paths or, in other words, we would like to path-
20-color G1 or path-color it with 20 colors. We may notice that it is not possible, if C1
contains one of the following:
1. a 2-cycle c = (u, v) such that one of its edges belongs to Cmax. This is because G1
contains in this case 24 edges connecting u and v (14 in one direction and 10 in the
other) and thus we would need 24 colors to path-color G1.
2. a triangle t oppositely oriented to a hard triangle of Cmax.
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3. a triangle t = (p, q, r) such that a 2-cycle (q, r) belongs to Cmax. In this case G1 contains
a subgraph consisting of 14 copies of (q, r), 10 copies of each of (p, q), (r, p) and 4 copies
of (r, q), which is clearly non-path-20-colorable.
We later show that if C1 does not contain any of the above cycles, then G1 built from
Cmax and C1 in the manner described above is always path-20-colorable. Ideally, we would
like the enumerated cycles not to occur in C1 at all. However, not all of them are bad for our
purposes, because sometimes it is easy to replace some edges of these cycles with other ones,
so that we obtain a path-20-colorable multigraph. For example, we are not going to forbid
triangles of Cmax, which are not hard. However, if t = (p, q, r) ∈ Cmax is not hard and C1
also contains t, then the subgraph of G1 on vertices p, q, r contains 14 copies of each edge of t
and is clearly not path-20-colorable. Since t is not hard, one of its edges, say (r, p) has weight
at most 310w(t). This means that the two-edge path formed by (p, q) and (q, r) has weight at
least 710w(t) and by replacing 14 edges of (r, p) with 6 copies of each of (p, q), (q, r) we do not
diminish the overall weight of the subgraph on p, q, r (14 · 310 = 6 · 710) and additionally make
it path-20-colorable.
We define a set of cycles that are problematic, which we are going to forbid in C1. A
cycle of G oppositely oriented to c is denoted as opp(c). A cycle c′ is said to be a subcycle of
c if every vertex of c′ belongs to c. For any multisubgraph G′ of G, by multG′(e) we denote
the number of copies of e occurring in G′.
Let S = (VS , ES) be a multisubgraph of G. For any v ∈ VS , by indegS(v), outdegS(v) we
denote, respectively, the indegree and outdegree of v in S. Let G1 \E(S) denote a multigraph
G1, from which we remove each edge connecting two verices of VS and G1/S a multigraph
(G1 \E(S))∪ES . We say that a multisubgraph S of G is amenable if (i) any path-20-coloring
of G1 \ S can be extended to path-20-coloring of G1/S and (ii) every vertex v ∈ VS satisfies
indegG1/S(v) ≤ 17 or outdegG1/S(v) ≤ 17. (The degrees are required to satisfy this condition,
because we want to leave the possibility of adding 3 copies of some edge e ∈ G incident to any
vertex v to the multigraph G1/S.)
A triangle t = (p, q, r) of G is problematic if it is hard and no amenable subgraph on p, q, r
has weight at least 14w(t). We distinguish two types of problematic triangles: handy and
unhandy ones. A problematic triangle t = (p, q, r) is unhandy of type 1 if there exists no
amenable subgraph on p, q, r of weight at least 4w(t) + 10w(opp(t)). (We want to exclude
the possibility that C1 contains opp(t).) A problematic triangle t = (p, q, r) is unhandy of
type 2 if there exists no amenable subgraph on p, q, r of weight at least 9w(t) + min{5w(p, q) +
10w(q, p); 5w(q, r)+10w(r, q); 5w(r, p)+10w(p, r)}. (This is a rather technical definition, which
becomes clear after the introduction of gadgets in the next section.) A problematic triangle t,
which is not handy, is unhandy.
A 2-cycle c = (u, v) of G is strange if exactly one of the edges of c belongs to Cmax. Let
c = (u, v) be a strange 2-cycle such that (u, v) ∈ Cmax and (u′, u), (v, v′) are its incident edges
of Cmax. If c is not a subcycle of a triangle of Cmax and both (i) w(u, v) > 34(w(u
′, u)+w(v, v′))
and (ii) w(v, u) > 34(w(u
′, u) + w(v, v′)), then it is said to be incorrigible. If c is a subcycle
of a triangle t = (u, v, v′) of Cmax, then it is incorrigible if no amenable subgraph on u, v, v′
has weight at least 10w(c) + 4w(t). Later, in Fact 6 we prove that for any triangle of Cmax at
most one of its subcycles is incorrigible. In Lemma 13 we show that any incorrigible 2-cycle
shares a vertex with at most one other incorrigible 2-cycle.
A 2-cycle c = (u, v) of G is problematic if it satisfies one of the following:
1. c is hard (by definition it then belongs to Cmax).
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2. (i) c is an incorrigible sub-2-cycle of a triangle of Cmax or (ii) any sub-2-cycle of an
unhandy triangle of Cmax or (ii) c is a subcycle of a handy triangle t and one of c’s edges
has weight greater than w(t)2 - such 2-cycles are called triangular.
3. c = (u, v) is an incorrigible 2-cycle that is either vertex-disjoint with any other incorrigible
2-cycle or there exists an incorrigible 2-cycle c′ = (u, v′) such that (u, v), (u, v′) ∈ Cmax
and w(u, v) > w(u, v′).
Fact 1 Any two problematic cycles are vertex-disjoint.
If C1 contains a triangle t = (p, q, r) such that c = (q, r) is a 2-cycle of Cmax and there is
no amenable subgraph of weight at least 10w(t) + 4w(c), then we call t a tricky triangle, p
its t-point and the 2-cycle (q, r) its t-cycle. We can notice that if t is a tricky triangle, then
w(r, q) > 32w(q, r), because otherwise we could take 4 copies of c, 10 copies of t and replace
in it 4 copies of w(r, q) with 6 copies of (q, r), obtaining thus an amenable subgraph. Let
∆(c) = w(r, q)− 32w(q, r). To the 2-cycle c we assign weight w′(c) = w(q, r) + ∆(c). Also, by
λ(t) we denote w(r,q)10 . Among the set of all tricky triangles we are going to distinguish a set R
of its representatives and require that C1 does not contain any tricky triangle from R or if it
does, then every such triangle t is diluted, by which we mean that in C1 it has weight equal
to w(t)− λ(t). We explain below how this is possible.
To identify the set R, we construct a bipartite graph H = (C ∪ P,Et), where C contains
all t-cycles and P t-points. An edge (c, p) belongs to Et iff there exists a tricky triangle t
such that c is its t-cycle and p its t-point. Let T1 ∪ T2 ∪ . . . Tk be a partition of the set of
vertices of C such that each Ti contains t-cycles of equal weight w′ and for each i < j and
any ci ∈ Ti, cj ∈ Tj , it holds w′(ci) > w′(cj). We assign ranks to edges of H in the following
manner. Any edge of Et incident to a vertex of Ti has rank i. We are going to compute a
rank-maximal matching N of H, which is a matching of H containing a maximum number of
rank one edges and subject to this condition a maximum number of rank two edges and so on.
A rank-maximal matching can be computed in polynomial time [12].
One can observe that
Fact 2 Any rank-maximal matching of H is a maximum matching of H.
As the set R representing tricky triangles we set tricky triangles corresponding to the edges
of N .
Let t = (p, q, r) be a tricky triangle with a t-cycle c = (q, r). Observe that if C1 contained
a diluted t, i.e. with weight in C1 decreased by λ(t), then 10(w(t)−λ(t))+4w(c) has the same
weight as 14 copies of (q, r), 10 copies of each of (p, q), (r, p) and 3 copies of (r, q), which forms
a path-20-colorable subgraph on p, q, r. Hence, a diluted triangle of R can be allowed in C1.
To be able to compute a cycle cover C1 of weight at least opt and which does not contain
any problematic cycle, we are going to allow it to contain half-edges, defined as follows. Let
G˜ = (V˜ , E˜) be a graph obtained from G by splitting each edge (u, v) ∈ E with a vertex
x(u,v) into two edges (u, x(u,v)) and (x(u,v), v), each with weight 12w(u, v). Each of the edges
(u, x(u,v)), (x(u,v), v) is called a half-edge (of (u, v)). By saying that an edge (u, v) of G
belongs to a subset C˜ ⊆ E˜, we will mean that both half-edges of (u, v) belong to C˜.
Note that no two problematic 2-cycles share a vertex. We say that C˜ ⊆ E˜ does not contain
a cycle c of G, if C˜ does not contain all edges of c, i.e., there exists at least one edge e of c
such that at least one half-edge of e does not belong to C˜.
To deal with tricky triangles from the set R, we need to further extend the graph G˜. For
each tricky triangle t ∈ R, we add two new vertices vt, v′t and two loops: et incident to vt and
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e′t incident to v′t with weights w(et) = −λ(t), w(e′t) = λ(t). We call this graph Gˆ = (Vˆ , Eˆ).
(Note that this is a supergraph of G˜. The idea behind these new loops is as follows. For each
tricky triangle t = (p, q, r) ∈ R, C1 either does not contain t or it does contain t and also a
loop et. This implies that the weight of such t in C1 can be viewed as though it were equal
to w(t) − λ(t), i.e., it means that t is diluted, which enables the coloring of the subgraph on
p, q, r.
Definition 1 A relaxed cycle cover improving Cmax is a subset Cˆ ⊆ Eˆ such that
(i) each vertex in V has exactly one outgoing and one incoming half-edge in Cˆ;
(ii) Cˆ does not contain any problematic cycle. Moreover, for each problematic cycle c, which
is not a triangular 2-cycle, Cˆ contains an even number of half-edges of edges contained
in c ∪ opp(c).
(iii) for each tricky triangle t ∈ R, Cˆ either does not contain t or contains both t and the loop
et. Moreover, Cˆ contains an even number of half-edges of edges contained in t∪ c, where
c denotes a t-cycle of t.
(iv) if Cˆ contains only one half-edge of edge (u, v), then (u, v) belongs to a problematic cycle.
A relaxed cycle cover C improving Cmax, or a relaxed cycle cover C for short, consists of
directed cycles and/or directed paths. A directed cycle of C corresponds to a directed cycle of
the original graph G and a directed path ends and begins with a vertex in V˜ \ V .
The outline of a 710 -approximation algorithm for Max ATSP is as follows.
1. Compute a maximum weight cycle cover Cmax of G.
2. If Cmax does not contain a hard 2-cycle or problematic triangle, extract from Cmax a set
P of vertex-disjoint paths of weight at least 710w(Cmax) and go to Step 7.
3. Compute a relaxed cycle cover C1 improving Cmax with weight w(C1) ≥ opt.
4. Build a graph H representing tricky triangles and compute a rank-maximal matching N
of H. Establish a set R of tricky triangles.
5. Compute a multigraph G1 with weight w(G1) ≥ 4w(Cmax) + 10w(C1) and path-20-color
G1 omitting non-path-20-colorable subgraphs. If the whole G1 is path-colored, go to
Step 7.
6. Otherwise, compute exchange sets F1, F2 such that G′1 = G1\F1∪F2 is path-20-colorable.
Edges of F1 belong to strange cycles and tricky triangles of C1. Edges of F2 are contained
in edges of Cmax neighbouring with strange cycles as well as in edges of tricky triangles
of R. Extend the existing coloring of G1 to that of G′1.
7. Extend a set P of vertex-disjoint paths of weight at least 710opt to a tour of G.
3 Computation of a relaxed cycle cover C1
To compute a relaxed cycle cover C1 improving Cmax we construct the following undirected
graph G′ = (V ′, E′). For each vertex v of G we add two vertices vin, vout to V ′. For each
edge (u, v) that belongs to some problematic cycle, we add vertices e1uv, e2uv, an edge (e1uv, e2uv)
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of weight 0 and edges (uout, e1uv), (vin, e2uv), each of weight
1
2w(u, v). For every other edge
(u, v) ∈ E we add an edge (uout, vin) of weight w(u, v).
Next we build so-called gadgets. For each problematic 2-cycle on vertices u and v, we add
vertices a{u,v}, b{u,v} and edges (a{u,v}, e1uv),
(a{u,v}, e2vu), (b{u,v}, e1vu), (b{u,v}, e2uv) with weight 0.
Let t be any problematic triangle t = (p, q, r). Assume also that if t has only one problem-
atic sub-2-cycle, then it is the 2-cycle (q, r). For each such t, we build the following gadget.
We add vertices a{p,q,r}, b{p,q,r} and connect them to vertices e1pq, e2rp, e1qr and e2pq, e1rp, e2qr, re-
spectively, via edges of weight 0. We also remove the edge (e1rp, e2rp) from E′. Additionally, if
t is unhandy, we also remove the edge (e1pr, e2pr) from E′. The gadget is depicted in Figure 2a.
u v
u v
e e
e e
a bout
in
in
out
{u,v} {u,v}
uv uv
vuvu
1 2
12
Figure 1: A gadget for a problematic 2-cycle (u, v) .
We say that a half-edge is incoming if it is a half-edge of some edge (u, v) incident to v.
A half-edge of (u, v) incident to u is called outgoing.
Let e1, e2 denote two different edges of G incident with the same vertex v. Assume that a
relaxed cycle cover C˜ contains exactly one half-edges of each of e1, e2. We say that these two
half-edges are crossing if exactly one of them is incident to v and non-crossing if (i) either
none or both of them are incident to v and (ii) if u, u′ such that u 6= u′ are the other endpoints
of e1, e2, then each of the two 2-cycles (u, v) and (u′, v) contains an odd number of half-edges.
For example, if C˜ contains two non-crossing half-edges of (u, v), (v, u′) and u 6= u′, then C˜ may
also contain a whole edge (v, u) or (u′, v′) .
A quasi relaxed cycle cover denotes a relaxed cycle cover that does not satisfy point (iii) of
Definition 1. We say that a (quasi) relaxed cycle cover C˜ is non-integral on a set S of edges
if there exists some edge e ∈ S such that C˜ contains only one half-edge of e.
Lemma 1 Any perfect matching of G′ yields a quasi relaxed cycle cover C˜ with the following
properties:
(i) for each problematic 2-cycle (u, v), if C˜ contains two half-edges from
{(u, x(u,v)), (x(u,v), v), (v, x(v,u)), (x(v,u), u)}, then they either belong to the same edge or
are crossing - thus one of them is incident with u and the other with v and are either
both incoming or both outgoing.
(ii) for each problematic triangle t = (p, q, r), if C˜ contains two non-crossing half-edges
within 2-cycles (p, q), (q, r), then C˜ also contains, correspondingly, (r, p), if t is handy,
and either (r, p) or (p, r), if t is unhandy.
(iii) C˜ can contain six half-edges within t ∪ opp(t) only when t is handy. Then C˜ contains
either all edges of opp(t) or two exclusive non-crossing half-edges within t incident to the
same vertex of t and a sub-2-cycle.
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a{p,q,r}
b{p,q,r}
pin pout pinpout
qin
qout
qout
qin
rout
rin
rout
rin
e1pq
e2pqe
1
rp
e2rp
e1qre
2
qr
(a) A gadget for an unhandy problematic triangle (p, q, r).
pin pout
qin
qoutrin
rout
e1rp
e2rp
e1pq
e1rq e
2
rq
e2pq
a{p,q,r}
b{p,q,r}
(b) A gadget for a tricky triangle (p, q, r).
Figure 2
The proof is in Section 5.
We construct an undirected graph G′′ by extending and modifying G′ as follows. For each
tricky triangle t = (p, q, r) such that (q, r) is a 2-cycle of Cmax, we add the following gadget.
We add vertices a{p,q,r}, b{p,q,r} and connect them to vertices e1pq, e2rp and e2pq, e1rp, respectively,
via edges of weight λ(t)2 and connect a{p,q,r} and b{p,q,r} via an edge of weight 0. We also
decrease the weight of each of the edges (rout, e1rq), (e2rq, qin), (qout, e1qr), (e2qr, rin) by
λ(t)
2 . The
gadget is depicted in Figure 2b.
Lemma 2 Any perfect matching of G′′ yields a relaxed cycle cover Cˆ with the following prop-
erties. Let t = (p, q, r) be a tricky triangle of R, where c = (q, r) is its t-cycle.
(i) If Cˆ is non-integral on t ∪ c, then it contains (i) crossing half-edges within c or (ii)
crossing half-edges within {(r, p), (p, q)}.
(ii) Cˆ contains all edges of t if and only if it also contains a loop incident to vt.
(iii) If Cˆ contains a loop incident to v′t, then it contains no half-edges within c.
Proof. Let M be a perfect matching of G′′. If M does not contain the edge (a{p,q,r}, b{p,q,r})
(which means that these vertices are matched via edges of weight λ(t)2 ) and does not contain
any edge corresponding to a half-edge of an edge of c, then Cˆ contains the loop e′t with weight
λ(t). If M contains edges corresponding to all half-edges within t, then Cˆ contains all edges
of t as well as the loop et with weight −λ(t). In other respects the proof is similar to that of
Lemma 1. 2
Theorem 2 Any perfect matching of G′′ yields a relaxed cycle cover C1 improving Cmax. A
maximum weight perfect matching of G′′ yields a relaxed cycle cover C1 improving Cmax such
that w(C1) ≥ opt.
Proof. The first statement follows from the preceding two lemmas. The second statement
follows from the fact that a traveling salesman tour is also a cycle cover that does not contain
any 2-cycles or triangles unless the whole graph has two or three vertices. 2
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4 Path-coloring
Once we have computed a maximum weight cycle cover Cmax and a relaxed cycle cover C1 our
next task is to construct and color a multigraph G1. The constructed multigraph is required to
have weight at least 4w(Cmax)+10w(C1) and be path-20-colorable. On the high level, to satisfy
the first requirement, we build G1 by taking 4 copies of Cmax and 10 copies of C1, obtaining
possibly a multigraph with non-path-20-colorable subgraphs. To remedy the multigraph, we
replace certain edges of such non-path-20-colorable subgraphs with other ones in a way that
preserves the required weight and makes the multigraph G1 path-20-colorable or facilitates the
coloring. The precise construction is described below.
4.1 Preprocessing via alternating cycles
The preproprecssing described below is needed for coloring 2-cycles of C1 (the proof of Lemma
11) and it can be skipped during the first reading.
Before building the multigraph G1 we modify C1 so that it differs from Cmax in a minimal
way. An alternating cycle in Cmax ⊕ C1 is a sequence of edges of the form
(v1, v2), (v3, v2), (v3, v4), (v5, v4), . . . , (vk−1, vk), (v1, vk), in which edges belong alternately to
Cmax \C1 and C1 \Cmax. By applying an alternating cycle Calt to C1 we mean the operation,
whose result is C1 ⊕Calt, in which we treat Calt as a set of edges. An alternating cycle Calt is
good if C ′1 = C1 ⊕ Calt does not contain a problematic cycle or a tricky triangle of R, i.e., C ′1
is a relaxed cycle cover improving Cmax.
Fact 3 Let Calt be a good alternating cycle and C ′1 = C1 ⊕ Calt. Then w(C ′1) ≥ w(C1).
Proof. Since Cmax is a maximum weight cycle cover of G, w(Cmax⊕Calt) ≤ w(Cmax). There-
fore, w(C ′1) ≤ w(C1). 2
We apply good alternating cycles to C1 until it is no longer possible. We still call a new
relaxed cycle cover C1.
Lemma 3 After preprocessing, it holds that no alternating cycle is good.
4.2 Construction of G1
In this section we assume that G does not contain any problematic or tricky triangles and that
C1 does not contain any strange 2-cycles (a 2-cycle with exactly one edge belonging to Cmax).
This in particular means that each half-edge of C1 belongs to a problematic 2-cycle. If C1
contains exactly one half-edge of each edge of a 2-cycle c of G, then c is called a halfy 2-cycle
of C1. In this section we also assume that each halfy 2-cycle c of C1 belongs to Cmax.
We start the construction of G1 by taking 4 copies of Cmax and 10 copies of C1, by which
we mean the following. Let mult(e) denote the number of copies of edge e ∈ G contained in
G1. At the beginning for each edge e ∈ G, we set mult(e) = 0. Next, for each e ∈ Cmax, we
increase mult(e) by 4 and further, for each e ∈ C1 (note that e ∈ C1 means that the whole edge
e belongs to C1), we increase mult(e) by 10. Subsequently, for each e such that C1 contains
only a half-edge of e, we increase mult(e) by 5. Clearly, the thus obtained G1 has weight equal
to exactly 4w(Cmax) + 10w(C1).
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4.3 Path-coloring
Let K denote {i ∈ N : 1 ≤ i ≤ 20}. To path-20-color a multigraph G1, or to path-color it,
means to assign a color of K to each edge of G1 in such a way that each color class consists
of vertex-disjoint paths. Equivalently, we will be interested in path-coloring the underlying
simple graph G1, in which to each edge e of G1 we will assign a subset col(e) of colors of
K such that the size of col(e) equals the number of copies of e in the multigraph G1, i.e.,
|col(e)| = mult(e) (and each color class consists of vertex-disjoint paths).
A path-coloring of G1 will be carried out gradually. In the process each edge e of G1
can be either colored - when it has mult(e) colors assigned to it, or uncolored - when it is
assigned no color. A cycle c is called monochromatic if there exists a color i of K such that
each edge of c is colored with i - c is then a monochromatic cycle of color i. Of course, a
(partially) path-colored G1 cannot contain a monochromatic cycle. We will say that an edge
e is safe if no matter how we color the so far uncolored edges, it is guaranteed not to belong
to any monochromatic cycle. For example suppose that u has three incident edges in G1 -
e1 = (u, v), e2 = (z, u), e3 = (z
′, u) such that mult(e1) = mult(e2) = 4, mult(e3) = 10 and
col(e1) = {1, 2, 3, 4}, col(e2) = {5, 6, 7, 8} and col(e3) = {11, . . . , 20}. Then, clearly, e1 is
safe. By saying that an edge e is k-safe we will mean that e is guaranteed not to belong to a
monochromatic cycle of color k.
If S denotes any subset of vertices of G1, then S+ denotes a set of edges {(u, v) ∈ G1 : u ∈
S, v /∈ S} and analogously, S− = {(u, v) ∈ G1 : u /∈ S, v ∈ S}.
In path-coloring G1 we are going to heavily use the following very helpful observation:
Observation 1 Suppose that edge e ∈ S− is colored with k and no edge of S+ is uncolored or
colored with k. Then e is k-safe. Analogously, if edge e ∈ S+ is colored with k and no edge of
S− is uncolored or colored with k, then e is k-safe.
Recall that C1 consists of cycles and paths. Any path p of C1 ends with a half-edge of
some edge e. Such edge e is called a border of p. All paths of C1 occurring in this section end
with borders belonging to problematic 2-cycles. Notice that each halfy 2-cycle of C1 either has
two incoming paths of C1 or two outgoing paths of C1. Apart from borders, we distinguish
two other types of edges of Cmax. An edge e = (u, v) ∈ Cmax that is not a border is called a
ray if u and v belong to two different cycles of C1 or two different paths of C1 or one of them
belongs to a path of C1 and the other to a cycle of C1. Otherwise, it is called a chord. Note
that a chord e may also belong to C1. A ray r = (u, v) incident to a vertex on a cycle c or
path p of C1 is said to be a ray of c or correspondingly p. If vertex v belongs to e, then r is
said to be an inray of e (and c or p). Otherwise, it is called its outray.
Using Observation 1 we can apply the following simple method of coloring rays of C1.
Lemma 4 Let c be a cycle of C1 such that each of its incident rays is uncolored or safe. Then
we are able to color all uncolored rays of c in such a way that each one of them is safe.
Proof. It is easy to guarantee that each newly colored ray is safe - it suffices if we color inrays
and outrays of c with disjoint sets of colors, i.e., we partition K into Z−(c) and Z+(c) and each
uncolored inray of c is colored with colors of Z−(c) and each uncolored outray of c with colors
of Z+(c). Then by Observation 1 and the fact that each previously colored ray is already safe,
each ray of c is safe. 2
For paths of C1 we can in fact apply the same method:
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Lemma 5 Let p be a cycle of C1 such that each of its incident rays is uncolored or safe. Then
we are able to color all uncolored rays of p in such a way that each one of them is safe.
Proof. We use the same method as in the lemma above. Rays are not the only outgo-
ing/incoming edges of p. There are also borders. However, the only cycle any border belongs
to is a halfy 2-cycle and any 2-cycle consists of two borders (of two different paths of C1). Thus
by this observation, Observation 1 and the fact that each previously colored ray is already safe,
each ray of p is safe. 2
Coloring rays so that they are safe does not mean, however, that there always exists a
possibility of coloring the remaining edges of G1 so that we do not create a monochromatic
cycle. Let us consider a few examples.
If c = (p, q, r, s) is a 4-cycle of C1 with 4 inrays, each colored with {1, 2, 3, 4} and 4 outrays,
each colored with {5, 6, 7, 8}, then the only colors we can use on any edge of c are those
belonging to Z = K\{1, 2, . . . , 8}. Any color of Z can be used on at most three edges of c and
each edge of c has to be assigned 10 different colors. Thus we would need at least 40/3 > 13
different colors, but have only 12. Therefore, it is not possible to path-color c.
We can notice that, if instead of a 4-cycle we had a 6-cycle c with 6 inrays, each colored
with {1, 2, 3, 4} and 6 outrays, each colored with {5, 6, 7, 8}, then we would be able to path-
color c. Suppose now that we have a 4-cycle c = (p, q, r, s) the same as above except for the
fact that one of its outrays is colored with {1, 2, 3, 4}. We of course assume that all rays are
safe. It turns out that in this case we can path-color c, because one edge of c can be colored
with colors of {5, 6, 7, 8} and then we need (40− 4)/3 = 12 colors for the rest.
Below we define blocked cycles of C1 and prove that any cycle of C1 that is not blocked can
be path-20-colored.
Two edges e1, e2 are said to be coincident if there exists vertex v such that either e1 =
(v, v1), e2 = (v, v2) or e1 = (v1, v), e2 = (v2, v). We say that two edges e1, e2 are diverse if
col(e1) ∩ col(e2) = ∅. Let us note that coincident edges must be diverse.
We define the flexibility of e = (u, v) ∈ C1, denoted flex(e), as follows. Let e1 =
(u, v′), e2 = (u′, v) be edges of Cmax coincident with e (it is possible that e1 = e2 as well
as one or both of e1, e2 do not exist because they have been removed during the modification
of G1). Then flex(e) = mult(e)− |col(e1) ∪ col(e2)|. Thus, if e1 and e2 are colored with two
non-empty disjoint sets of colors, then flex(e) = 2. For each cycle c of C1 we define its flexi-
bility flex(c) and colorfulness kol(c). The flexibility of c is defined as flex(c) =
∑
e∈c flex(e).
Colorfulness kol(c) denotes the number of colors of K used so far for coloring the edges of G1
incident to c. For a subset E′ of edges of E by mult(E′) we denote
∑
e∈E′ mult(e). By λ(c)
we denote the length of a cycle c. For a cycle c with at least one chord, chor(c) = 4; a cycle c
with no chords has chor(c) = 0. Using the above notions we define the characteristic χ(c) of
a cycle c of C1 as follows. If c has (i) at least two chords or (ii) one chord and λ(c) > 2, then
χ(c) = 20. Otherwise, χ(c) = flex(c) + kol(c)− chor(c). A cycle c of C1 is said to be blocked
if χ(c) < 20 and unblocked otherwise.
Lemma 6 Let c be a cycle of C1 that is not blocked and such that each of its incident rays is
colored and safe. Then we are able to color all edges and chords of c in such a way that each
one of them is safe.
Similarly, as cycles of C1 may be blocked, paths of C1 can become non-path-20-colorable
too. Or, more precisely, halfy 2-cycles of C1 can become blocked. Let p1 = (u1, . . . , uk) denote
a path of C1. Then both u1 and uk belong to two different halfy 2-cycles c1 = (u1, v1) and
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c2 = (uk, wl) of C1. Thus C1 contains also paths p2 = (v1, . . . , vk′) and p3 = (w1, . . . , wl),
though it may happen that p2 = p3. If p1 consists of more than one edge, then Cmax contains
edges a1 = (u′2, u2), a′ = (uk−1, u′′), none of which is a border. Each of these edges is called an
antenna (of p1). a1 is also said to be an antenna of c1 and a′ of c2.
u1 u3 ukuk−1
v1
vk′
vk′−1
u′2
v′2
a1
a2
u2
v2
Figure 3: Antennas a1, a2 of a halfy 2-cycle (u1, v1).
Fact 4 Let c = (u1, v1) be a halfy 2-cycle of C1 with two antennas a1, a2. Then, in any
path-coloring of G1 the antennas a1 and a2 have to be diverse.
Proof. Suppose that C1 contains paths p1 = (u1, u2, . . . , uk) and p2 = (v1, v2, . . . , vl). Then
the antennas a1 and a2 have the form a1 = (u′2, u2) and a2 = (v′2, v2). We know thatmult(a1) =
mult(a2) = 4, mult(u1, u2) = mult(v1, v2) = mult(u1, v1) = mult(v1, u1) = 10. The situation
is depicted in Figure 3. Since c is a 2-cycle, its edges have to be diverse. Also, we may notice
that (u1, u2) has to be colored in the same way as (v1, u1) and (v1, v2) in the same way as
(u1, v1). Therefore (u1, u2) and (v1, v2) have to be diverse. Also col(u1, u2) ∪ col(v1, v2) = K.
Since a1 and (u1, u2) have to be diverse and so do a2 and (v1, v2), a1 and a2 have to be diverse
as well. 2
A halfy 2-cycle c of C1 is said to be blocked, if it has two antennas and they are not
diverse. The multigraph G1 is blocked if at least one cycle or halfy 2-cycle of C1 is blocked.
The multigraph G1 is safe if each of its colored edges is safe.
We say that a cycle or path of C1 is unprocessed if at least one of its rays is uncolored. To
process a cycle/path of C1 means to color its rays so that each of them is safe and G1 is not
blocked, assuming that before starting to process this cycle or path, G1 is safe and unblocked.
We are now ready to state the algorithm for path-20-coloring G1.
Algorithm Color7
while there exists an unprocessed cycle of C1
c← an unprocessed cycle of C1 with a minimal number of uncolored rays;
process c;
while there exists an unprocessed path of C1
p← any unprocessed path of C1;
process p;
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color the remaining uncolored edges in such a way that each of them is safe;
In what follows we prove the correctness of Algorithm Color7.
Let B denote the set of uncolored edges ofG1. We divide the flexibility of each edge e having
coincident edges e1, e2 ∈ Cmax using three components flex0(e) = 10 −mult(e1) −mult(e2),
flex+(e) = |col(e1) ∩ col(e2)| and blank(e) = mult(e1 ∩ B) + mult(e2 ∩ B). Thus flex(e) =
flex0(e)+flex+(e)+blank(e). As a result the flexibility of each cycle c of C1 consists of three
components as well - flex(c) = flex0(c) + flex+(c) + blank(c).
We say that two rays r1 = (u, u′), r2 = (v′, v) of a 2-cycle c are complementary (on c) if
either (u, v) or (v′, u′) is an edge of c.
Lemma 7 Let c be a cycle of C1 with u incident uncolored edges of Cmax. Assume that c has
(i) no chords or (ii) one chord and λ(c) = 3. Then χ(c) = kol(c) + flex0(c) + flex+(c) +
blank(c)− chor(c) ≥ kol(c) + 2λ(c) + 4u+ flex+(c).
As a consequence:
1. A cycle c of length λ(c) > 2 can be blocked only if it has at most one uncolored ray.
2. A 2-cycle is blocked only if some two of its non-complementary rays r1, r2 are not diverse.
Proof. Any chord e of c contributes 2mult(e) to blank(c). Therefore, blank(c)−chor(c) = 4u.
For any edge e of c, it holds flex0(e) = 2. The claim follows. 2
Lemma 8 Let r1, r2 be two edges of Cmax coincident with an edge e belonging to a cycle c of
C1. Suppose also that r1 is uncolored. There exists a set Z ⊆ K of colors, the application of
any color of which on r1 increases kol(c)+flex+(c) by one, i.e., kol(c)+flex+(c) increases by
|col(r1) ∩ Z| after coloring r1. If r2 is uncolored, then Z has 20− kol(c) elements. Otherwise,
Z is of size 20− kol(c) +mult(r2).
Proof. By coloring r1 with a color not occurring yet on the rays of c, we increase kol(c) by
1. There are 20− kol(c) such colors. Additionally, if r2 is already colored, then by coloring r1
with any color assigned to r2, we increase flex+(e) and thus also flex+(c). 2
For a cycle c of C1, ρ(c) indicates the maximum multiplicity of r2 from Lemma 8, i.e., the
maximum multiplicity of a colored ray r2 of c incident to e ∈ c such that the other edge r1 of
Cmax incident to e is an uncolored ray of c.
Lemma 9 Suppose that at step S we want to color a set U of uncolored edges, where U consists
of either (i) a subset of uncolored rays of a cycle c of C1 or (ii) an antenna of a halfy 2-cycle
c of C1. Then, assuming that G1 is unblocked, there always exists a number ∆′(c) and a set
Z ⊆ K such that by using ∆′(c) different colors of Z on U , we guarantee that c does not become
blocked. Depending on additional conditions, ∆′(c) and |Z| can be expressed as the following
functions of a certain ∆(c) ≤ ∆′(c):
0 . If c has at least two chords or one chord and λ(c) > 3, then ∆′(c) = 0. In the remaining
points we assume that c has no chords or one chord and λ(c) = 3.
1. If c is a 2-cycle with r colored rays, then ∆′(c) = mult(U) and |Z| = 20− 4r + ρ(c).
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2. If c has one uncolored ray, no chords and λ(c) > 2, then ∆′(c) = 4 − ∆(c) ≥ 0, where
∆(c) = flex+(c) + kol(c)− 10 and |Z| ≥ 14−∆(c).
3. Assume that c has exactly two uncolored incident edges of Cmax and λ(c) > 2. Then
|Z| ≥ 12−∆(c) + ρ(c), where ∆(c) = flex+(c) + kol(c)− 8. If we color only one ray of
c, then ∆′(c) = 2−∆(c), otherwise ∆′(c) = 6−∆(c).
4. Assume that c has at least u ≥ 3 uncolored rays and and λ(c) > 2. Then |Z| ≥ 20 −
flex+(c) − kol(c) + ρ(c). If we color u − 2 rays of c, then ∆′(c) = 0; if u − 1, then
∆′(c) = min{10−flex+(c)−kol(c), 0}; if we color all u rays of c, then ∆′(c) = min{14−
flex+(c)− kol(c), 0}.
5. If U consists of an antenna of c, then ∆′(c) = 4 and |Z| ≥ 16.
The proof of this lemma is contained in the proof of Lemma 20.
Fact 5 1. Each edge of Cmax is an antenna of at most two different halfy 2-cycles of C1.
2. If an edge e ∈ Cmax is an antenna of two halfy 2-cycles, then it is not incident to a cycle
of C1.
Lemma 10 Let c such that λ(c) > 2 be an unprocessed cycle of C1 that at some step of
Algorithm Color7 has a minimal number of uncolored rays. Then it is always possible to
process c.
Proof. We divide the set of colors K into two sets Z+(c) and Z−(c). Next, we color each
uncolored inray of c with one of the colors of Z−(c) and each uncolored outray of c with one
of the colors of Z+(c). This way each newly colored ray is safe - by Observation 1 and the
assumption that all previously colored rays are safe.
Now, we prove that we can carry out the above in such a way that no cycle or halfy 2-cycle
of C1 becomes blocked.
Suppose first that c has exactly one uncolored ray r. By Lemma 9 there exists ∆(c) ≤ 4 and
a (12−∆(c))-element set Z ⊆ K such that by coloring r with 4−∆(c) colors of Z we guarantee
that c does not become blocked. If r is incident to another cycle of C1 or is an antenna of a
halfy 2-cycle of C1, then we may also have to ensure that this (halfy) cycle denoted as c′ does
not become blocked. Regardless of whether c′ is a cycle or a halfy 2-cycle of C1, by Lemma 9
we know that there exists an analogous number ∆(c′) ≤ 4 and an at least (12−∆(c′))-element
set Z ′ ⊆ K such that coloring r with 4−∆(c′) colors of Z ′ guarantees that c′ does not become
blocked. Because 20 ≥ |Z ∪ Z ′| = |Z| + |Z ′| − |Z ∩ Z ′| ≥ 24 − ∆(c) − ∆(c′) − |Z ∩ Z ′|, we
obtain that |Z ∩Z ′| ≥ 4−∆(c)−∆(c′). If ∆(c) + ∆(c′) ≥ 4, then (4−∆(c)) + (4−∆(c′)) ≤ 4
and we can simply use 4−∆(c) colors of Z and 4−∆(c′) colors of Z ′ to color r. Otherwise,
we use 4−∆(c)−∆(c′) colors of Z ∩Z, ∆(c′) colors of Z \Z ′ and ∆(c) colors of Z ′ \Z. This
way neither c nor c′ will become blocked.
Suppose now that c has exactly two uncolored rays r1, r2. By Lemma 9 it is enough to
color r1, r2 with 6 −∆(c) colors of an at least (12 −∆(c))-element set Z ⊆ K. If r1 is a ray
or an antenna of a (halfy) cycle c′ of C1, then by the argument above, we can color r1 so that
at least 4 − ∆(c) colors belong to Z and at least 4 − ∆(c′) to Z ′. This means that we have
already used at least 4−∆(c) colors of Z. To guarantee that c is not blocked, it suffices to use
at most 2 additional (not already used on r1) colors of Z. If r1 and r2 are also the last two
uncolored rays of c′, then we have to use 6 −∆(c′) colors of Z ′, which means that it suffices
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to color r2 with two additional colors of Z ′. If r2 is a ray of a different cycle c′′ of C1, then by
Lemma 9 it is enough to color r2 with 2−∆(c′′) ≥ 2 colors of an at least (12−∆(c′′))-element
set Z ′′. Thus both these cases are easy to handle - since r2 has to be colored with 4 colors, we
use 2 colors of Z and two colors of either Z ′ or Z ′′, depending on whether r2 is incident to the
same cycle c′ or not.
If c has exactly 3 uncolored rays, then on the one hand col(c) + flex+(c) ≥ 8 and on the
other it suffices to color the uncolored rays of c with 14 − kol(c) − flex+(c) ≤ 6 colors that
increase kol(c). If the uncolored rays of c are also the last 3 uncolored rays of some different
cycle c′, then we may also need to use 6 colors of K \ col(c′). This can be easily achieved as
we may use up to 12 different colors for coloring 3 rays.
2
Lemma 11 Let c such that λ(c) = 2 be an unprocessed cycle of C1 that at some step of
Algorithm Color7 has a minimal number of uncolored rays. Then it is always possible to
process c.
Proof. If c has only one uncolored ray, then the proof is the same as in Lemma 10.
Let O2 denote a set of cycles of C1 such that each cycle c of O2 has no chords and has
exactly two uncolored rays coincident with the same edge e of c.
Claim 1 It never happens that each of the uncolored rays of O2 is incident to another cycle
of O2.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that each of the uncolored rays of O2 is incident to another
cycle of O2. Then the rays of these cycles together with edges of these cycles, with which the
uncolored rays are coincident form a good alternating cycle contradicting Lemma 3. 2
By this claim, we can always choose for processing a 2-cycle that either does not belong to
O2 or belongs to O2 but one of its rays is not incident to a cycle of O2.
Suppose that c belongs to O2 and has two uncolored rays r1, r2. Rays r1, r2 have to be
diverse with the already colored rays of c. Thus, there exists an at least 12-element set Z such
that we have to color r1, r2 with 8 colors of Z. If r1, r2 are also rays of another cycle c′, then
by the above claim, c′ /∈ O2. If r1, r2 are also the last uncolored rays of c′, then there exists a
number ∆(c′) ≤ 4 and an at least (12−∆(c′) + ρ(c′))-element set Z ′ ⊆ K such that coloring
r1, r2 with 8−∆(c′) colors of Z ′ guarantees that c′ does not become blocked. Since ρ(c′) = 4,
we get that |Z ∩ Z ′| ≥ 8−∆(c′), which means that we have enough colors at our disposal. If
r1, r2 are not the last uncolored rays of c′, then the task is even easier, because either Z ′ has
more colors or we have to use fewer than 8−∆(c′) colors of Z ′.
Consider now the case when ri, i ∈ {1, 2} is a ray or antenna of ci and c1 6= c2. Then the
coloring of r1, r2 is the most difficult when both r1 and r2 are antennas. In such a case by
Lemma 9 there exist sets Z1, Z2, each of size at least 16 such that coloring ri with 4 colors of
Zi guarantees that ci is not blocked. Since we have that |Z ∩ (Z1 ∪Z2)| ≥ 8, it is also possible
to color r1, r2, so than none of the cycles c, c1, c2 is blocked.
If c has more than two uncolored rays, then processing c is easy, because we can use all
colors of K so as not to block c and even if each of the uncolored rays ri is an antenna, then
there exists an at least 16-element set Zi, which can be used for coloring ri. 2
If a is an antenna of two different halfy 2-cycles, then it is said to be a bilateral antenna.
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Lemma 12 Let p be an unprocessed path of C1. Then it is possible to process it.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one above. Since paths are processed after cycles of C1,
the only thing we have to take care of is that antennas of the same halfy 2-cycle are diverse.
The path p has at most two incident bilateral antennas a1, a2 and if it does, then at most one
of them is an inray and at most one an outray of p. Assume that a1 is an inray and a2 an
outray. (They may also be chords.) Each ai may have to be diverse with two different edges.
Thus for each ai it may happen that up to 8 colors are forbidden on it. Let Zi denote the
set of colors forbidden on ai. We partition K into two 10-element sets Z−(p) and Z+(p) so
that |Z−p \ Z1| ≥ 5 and |Z+p \ Z2| ≥ 5. To achieve this we divide K \ (Z1 ∩ Z2) (almost)
equally between Z−(p) and Z+(p). Since |Z1 ∩ Z2| ≤ 10, it is always possible. Then we are
able to color each ray of p so as to ensure that each antenna is diverse with required antennas. 2
5 Missing proofs
Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. First we show that any perfect matching M of G′ yields a relaxed cycle cover. For any
edge (uout, e1uv) ∈ M , we add a half-edge (u, x(uv)) to C˜ and for any edge (uin, e2vu) ∈ M , we
add a half-edge (x(vu), u) to C˜.
Since M is a perfect matching of G′ each vertex uin and each vertex uout has an incident
edge in M . Hence, each vertex in V has exactly one outgoing and one incoming half-edge in
C˜.
If an edge (u, v) ∈ E does not belong to any problematic cycle, then it is replaced with
an edge (uout, vin) in E′. Thus, if C˜ contains only one half-edge of some edge e, then e must
belong to a problematic cycle.
For every problematic cycle c, G′ contains two additional vertices ac, bc, which exclude
exactly two half-edges within c from C˜. This exclusion follows from the fact that each of ac, bc
is matched to some vertex e1(uv) or e
2
(uv), such that (u, v) ∈ c. If ac or bc is matched to a vertex
e1(uv), then a half-edge (u, x(uv)) does not belong to C˜. Similarly, if ac or bc is matched to a
vertex e2(uv), then a half-edge (x(uv)), v) does not belong to C˜. Therefore, for each problematic
cycle c, at least two half-edges within c do not belong to C˜, which implies that C˜ does not
contain c.
To see that C˜ contains an even number of half-edges within c∪ opp(c) for any problematic
cycle, which is not a triangular 2-cycle, notice that each edge consists of two half-edges (hence
both c and opp(c) contain an even number of half-edges). Also, if an edge (u, v) ∈ c ∪ opp(c)
is replaced with three edges (uout, e1uv), (vin, e2uv), (e1uv, e2uv) in E′ and neither e1uv nor e1uv is
matched to ac or bc, then either both half-edges of (u, v) belong to C˜ or none. Since ac, bc
exclude exactly two half-edges within c∪ opp(c) from C˜, we get that the number of half-edges
within c ∪ opp(c) belonging to C˜ is even.
Next, we deal with the properties stated in the current lemma. The proof of the first
property is very similar to the proof of Lemma 2 in [25].
To prove the properties concerning problematic triangles, we observe the following. If
exactly one of the following two holds: (i) a{p,q,r} is matched to e2rp, (ii) b{p,q,r} is matched to
e1rp, then C˜ contains two non-crossing half-edges within t, one of which belongs to (r, p). To
see this, notice that if a{p,q,r} is matched to e2rp, then b{p,q,r} can be matched to e2qr or e2pq,
which means that we exclude from C˜ a half-edge of (r, p) incident to p and either a half-edge
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of (p, q) incident to q or a half-edge of (q, r) incident to r. Therefore, in such a case C˜ contains
two non-crossing outgoing half-edges, one of which is the half-edge (r, x(r,p)). If, on the other
hand, b{p,q,r} is matched to e1rp, then a{p,q,r} can be matched to e1qr or e1pq, which means that
C˜ contains two non-crossing incoming half-edges, one of which is the half-edge (x(r,p), r).
If both (i) a{p,q,r} is matched to e2rp and (ii) b{p,q,r} is matched to e1rp, then C˜ does not
contain the edge (r, p) but may contain one, zero or two of the edges (p, q), (q, r).
Suppose now that neither of the above conditions (i), (ii) holds. Then, if a{p,q,r} and
b{p,q,r} are matched to vertices either e1pq, e2pq or e1qr, e2qr, then one of the edges (p, q) or (q, r)
is excluded from C˜. In the other cases, either a{p,q,r} is matched to e1pq and b{p,q,r} is matched
to e2qr or a{p,q,r} is matched to e2pq and b{p,q,r} is matched to e1qr. In the first of these cases C˜
contains crossing half-edges (q, x(q,r)), (x(p,q), q) and the edge (r, p) (note that in this case C˜
the may also contain the edge (p, r) and then C˜ contains six half-edges) and in the second one
C˜ contains crossing half-edges (x(q,r), r), (p, x(p,q)) and the edge (r, p) (here C˜ cannot contain
the edge (p, r)).
We enumerate all these cases:
1. a{p,q,r} is matched to e2rp.
(a) If b{p,q,r} is matched to e1rp, then C˜ does not contain the edge (r, p) but may contain
one, zero or two of the edges (p, q), (q, r).
(b) If b{p,q,r} is matched to e2qr, then e1rp must be matched to rout and e1qr must be
matched to qout. This means that C˜ contains exactly two half-edges of edges
(r, p), (q, r): (r, x(r,p)) and (q, x(q,r)). C˜ may also contain the edge (p, q).
(c) If b{p,q,r} is matched to e2pq, then e1rp must be matched to rout and e1pq must be
matched to pout. This means that C˜ contains exactly two half-edges of edges
(r, p), (p, q): (r, x(r,p)) and (p, x(p,q)). C˜ may also contain the edge (q, r).
2. a{p,q,r} is matched to e1qr.
(a) If b{p,q,r} is matched to e2qr, then C˜ does not contain the edge (q, r) but may contain
one, zero or two of the edges (p, q), (r, p).
(b) If b{p,q,r} is matched to e1rp, then e2qr must be matched to rin and e2rp must be matched
to pin. This means that C˜ contains exactly two half-edges of edges (r, p), (q, r):
(x(r,p), p) and (x(q,r), r). C˜ may also contain the edge (p, q).
(c) If b{p,q,r} is matched to e2pq, then e2qr must be matched to rin, e1pq must be matched
to pout and also e1rp must be matched to pin and e2rp must be matched to pout. This
means that C˜ contains two crossing half-edges of edges (p, q), (q, r): (p, x(p,q)), (x(q,r), r)
and also the edge (r, p).
3. The case when a{p,q,r} is matched to e1pq is analogous to case 2 above.
In all the above cases C˜ may additionally contain some (whole) edges of opp(t) if their
directions are fitting with the half-edges within t. For example in case 1b C˜ may also contain
the edge (p, r) and in case 2b the edge (r, q).
If t is unhandy, then the situation is analogous to the one when t is handy and none of
its sub-2-cycles is problematic, but the differences are such that (1) C˜ contains at most two
half-edges within any sub-2-cycle of t (in the case of a handy triangle t = (p, q, r) it may
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happen that C˜ contains the edge (q, p) and one half-edge of (p, q)) and (2) instead of having a
half-edge of some edge e of t, C˜ may contain a corresponding half-edge of the edge oppositely
directed to e. By a corresponding half-edge, we mean a half-edge incident to the same vertex
v of V . We explain it in more detail now.
Again, we divide the cases according to how many of the conditions (i), (ii) are satisfied.
If exactly one of them holds, then C˜ contains two non-crossing half-edges within t ∪ opp(t),
exactly one of which is contained in the 2-cycle (r, p). To convince oneself about it, observe
that exactly as before, either (a) a{p,q,r} is matched to e2rp and b{p,q,r} to e2qr or to e2pq or (b)
b{p,q,r} is matched to e1rp and a{p,q,r} to e1qr or to e1pq. Here however, certain vertices may also
be matched to vertices contained in the gadgets corresponding to problematic 2-cycles, i.e.
vertices of the type a{qr}, b{qr}. This may cause the replacement of the half-edge mentioned
in the difference (2) above. For example, assume that a{p,q,r} is matched to e2rp and b{p,q,r}
is matched to e2qr. Then vertex e1rp may be matched to rout or to b{pr}. If e1rp is matched to
rout, then vertices a{pr}, b{rp} must matched to vertices e1pr, e2pr. Otherwise, e1rp is matched to
b{pr} and a{pr} must be matched to e1pr, which means that e2pr must be matched to rin and
hence that C˜ contains the half-edge (x(p,r), r). Similarly, vertex e1qr may be matched to qout or
to a{qr} and C˜ then contains either the half-edge (q, x(q,r)) or the half-edge (x(r,q), q). In each
of these cases, C˜ will also contain either zero or two half-edges within the 2-cycle (p, q). Of
course, all the half-edges and edges must have matching directions, since every vertex of v has
exactly one outgoing half-edge and exactly one incoming one. To make the picture complete,
let us enumerate all possible configurations for the case when a{p,q,r} is matched to e2rp and
b{p,q,r} is matched to e2qr:
1. C˜ contains the half-edges: (q, x(q,r)), (r, x(r,p)) and exactly one of the three: (1) the edge
(p, q), (2) the half-edges within the 2-cycle (p, q): (x(p,q), q), (x(q,p), p), (3) zero half-edges
within the 2-cycle (p, q).
2. C˜ contains the half-edges: (q, x(q,r)), (x(r,p), r) and exactly one of the three: (1) the edge
(p, q), (2) the half-edges within the 2-cycle (p, q): (x(p,q), q), (x(q,p), p), (3) zero half-edges
within the 2-cycle (p, q).
3. C˜ contains the half-edges: (x(r,q), q), (x(p,r), r) and exactly one of the three: (1) the edge
(q, p), (2) the half-edges within the 2-cycle (p, q): (p, x(p,q)), (q, x(q,p)), (3) zero half-edges
within the 2-cycle (p, q).
4. C˜ contains the half-edges: (x(r,q), q), (r, x(p,r)) and exactly one of the three: (1) the edge
(q, p), (2) the half-edges within the 2-cycle (p, q): (p, x(p,q)), (q, x(q,p)), (3) zero half-edges
within the 2-cycle (p, q).
The remaining three cases with exactly one of the conditions (i), (ii) satisfied are, of course,
symmetric.
Suppose now that both conditions (i), (ii) are satisfied. It means that a{pr} and b{pr} have
to be matched to vertices e1pr, e2pr. Hence C˜ contains zero half-edges within the sub-2-cycle
(p, r). For each of the two remaining sub-2-cycles C˜ contains zero or two half-edges within it
and if it contains two half-edges within a sub-2-cycle then they either belong to the same edge
or are non-crossing.
If none of the conditions (i), (ii) is satisfied, then either (1) a{p,q,r} is matched to e1pq and
b{p,q,r} is matched to e2qr or (2) a{p,q,r} is matched to e2pq and b{p,q,r} is matched to e1qr or (3)
a{p,q,r} is matched to e1pq and b{p,q,r} is matched to e2pq, which means that they exclude the
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edge (p, q) (and hence also (q, p)) or (4) they exclude the edge (q, r) (and hence also (r, q)). In
the first of these cases C˜ contains (1) either crossing half-edges (x(r,q), q), (q, x(q,p)) or crossing
half-edges (q, x(q,r)), (x(p,q), q) and (2) one of the three: the edge (r, p), the edge (p, r) or non-
crossing half-edges within the 2-cycle (p, r). In the second one C˜ contains either (1) crossing
half-edges (x(q,r), r), (p, x(p,q)) and the edge (r, p) or (2) crossing half-edges (r, x(r,q)), (x(q,p), p)
and the edge (p, r).
If t is handy and has a problematic sub-2-cycle (q, r), then the possible configurations
include some of those for the case when t is handy but with the exclusion of those that contain
three half-edges within the sub-2-cycle (q, r) and some of those for the case when t is unhandy
and C˜ contains a half-edge of (r, q) but does not contain any other half-edges of opp(t).
2
Proof of Lemma 6 Proof. Let e = (u, v) be any edge of c and e1 = (u, v′), e2 = (u′, v)
edges of C ′max coincident with it. Then e has to be colored with colors of K\(col(e1)∪col(e2)),
i.e., it cannot be colored with any color assigned to the edge coincident with it.
Suppose first that c does not contain any chords. If each color k ∈ K is assigned to some
ray of c, then we are already done. By coloring each edge e of c with any mult(e) colors of
K that are not assigned to any edges of Cmax coincident with e, we achieve that each color
k ∈ K is not assigned to some edge of c, thus c is not monochromatic with respect to any
color of K. Otherwise, if kol(c) < 20 and thus not every color k ∈ K is assigned to some ray
of c, we still have that χ(c) = kol(c) + flex(c) ≥ 20. Therefore, flex(c) = ∑e∈c flex(e) ≥
20 − kol(c). This means that for each edge e of c with flex(e) > 0 we can choose flex(e)
colors of K, which will not appear on e. Recall that e is colored with mult(e) colors and
flex(e) = 20−mult(e)−|col(e1)∪ col(e2)|, where e1, e2 are edges coincident with e. This way
we can distribute all colors of K not assigned to any rays of c among edges of c and ensure
that each edge of K, which is not assigned to any ray of c, does not appear on some edge of c.
Hence, c will again not be monochromatic w.r.t. any color of K. We illustrate this approach
with an example.
Assume now that c contains some chords. Observe that the flexibility of each edge e of c
satisfies flex(e) ≥ 2 + min{0, 8− kol(c)}. Thus for the flexibility of the whole cycle c it holds:
flex(c) ≥ 2length(c) + min{0, 8− kol(c)}. This means that if c has length at least 6, we can
color the chords of c however we like and c will not become blocked - χ(c) ≥ 20. Using the
same argument as above we can then always color the edges of c in such a way that each color
of K does not appear on some edge of c.
There remains the question of how to ensure that each chord is safe. If a chord e of c is
contained in a directed path P consisting of edges of Cmax that contains some ray r of c, then
to guarantee that e is safe, we can simply color all edges of P between e and the closest ray r′
of c (together with e) with the same set of colors as r′. Assume then now that we have already
colored all such chords of c.
Let us now address the case when a chord e of c belongs to a cycle of Cmax, whose all edges
are chords of c. If c has no ray and thus all edges of Cmax incident to e are the chords of c
or are contained in c, then the task is easy. We use 8 fixed colors S of K for coloring every
edge of Cmax incident to c - for example, for every cycle c′ of Cmax incident to c, we color one
of its edges with 4 colors from the chosen 8-element set S and every other edge of c′ with the
remaining 4 colors of S. Next, we color every edge of c with colors of K \ S. It is clear that as
a result each edge incident to c is safe.
We will make use of the following observation. Let e = (u, v) be a chord of c, e′ = (v, u′)
an edge of c and e1 = (v, u′′), e2 = (v′, u′) edges of Cmax coincident with e′. If we color e so
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that col(e) = col(e2) and col(e)∩ col(e1) = ∅, then e is safe, because e′ is not colored with any
color belonging to col(e2) (as e2 is coincident with e′) and hence to col(e). Thus no edge of G1
outgoing of v is colored with a color of col(e) and e is safe.
We then proceed as follows. Let u be a vertex of c such that the edges e1 = (u, u′), e2 =
(u′′, u) ∈ Cmax have already been colored and u1 be a vertex of c such that (u, u1) belongs to
c and u1 is incident to chords e′1 = (u1, u′1), e′2 = (u′′1, u1). The chords u′1, u′2 belong then to
some cycle c′ of Cmax. We color each edge of c′ except for e′2 with col(e1). Thus as long as we
color e′2 so that col(e′2) ∩ col(e′1), we guarantee that each newly colored edge of c′ is safe. Let
(u1, u2) be another edge of c. If the edges of Cmax incident to u2 have already been colored,
then we would like to color e′2 with the same set of colors as f2 - the edge of Cmax incoming
to u2. If col(f2) ∩ col(e′1) = ∅, then we indeed do so and thus get that e′2 is safe. Otherwise,
we color e′2 with colors of col(f2) \ col(e′1) and 4 − |col(f2) ∩ col(e′1)| colors not belonging to
col(e′1) ∪ col(f2). We notice that flex(u1, u2) = 2 + |col(f2) ∩ col(e′1)|. While coloring (u1, u2)
we will be able to not assign any color of col(e′1) to it and thus ensure that e′2 is safe. If u2
does not have any incident colored edges of Cmax, we proceed similarly as in the case of c′.
Now, u2 is incident to chords e21 = (u2, u′2), e22 = (u′′2, u2) contained in a cycle c2 of Cmax. We
color every edge of c2 except for e22 with col(e′1) and will later ensure that col(e22)∩ col(e21) = ∅.
This way, again, each edge of c′′ except for e22 is guaranteed to be safe. Continuing in this
way at some point we will encounter a vertex uk of c with at least one incident colored edge
of Cmax. If uk has two incident colored edges of Cmax, then let f2 denote the edge incoming
to uk. The situation is now quite analogous to the one described above, where f2 is incident
to u2. We then color all edges e′2, e22, . . . , e
k−1
2 in the same way as the edge e
′
2 above and also
color the edge (uk−1, uk) so that no color of col(e′1) is assigned to it. As a result all edges of
c′, c2, . . . , ck−1 are safe. If uk has one incident colored edge of Cmax, then uk must be incident
to one of the cycles c′, c2, . . . , ck−1 and thus the edge (uk2, uk) coincident with (uk−1, uk) is
already colored with col(e1). This implies that (uk−1, uk) has flexibility 6, because the edge
(uk−1, u′k−1) is also colored with col(e1). In this case we color all edges e
′
2, e
2
2, . . . , e
k−1
2 in the
same way - with any 4-element set S′ of K\ col(e1) and also color the edge (uk−1, uk) with any
10-element subset of K \ (col(e1) ∪ S′. Consequently, all edges of c′, c2, . . . , ck−1 are safe.
We deal separately with the case of c of length smaller than 6 and having chords.
Claim 2 A chord (u, v) of c is k-safe if at least one of the edges (v′, u), (v, u′) is not colored
with k (and neither is (v′′, u) ∈ Cmax).
If the whole cycle c is k-safe, then it means that either one of the edges is not colored with
k or one of the edges does not make use of flex+(c).
2
6 Construction of G1 in the presence of problematic and tricky
triangles
We show how to modify the multigraph G1 built in the previous section, when G contains
problematic or tricky triangles or C1 contains strange 2-cycles. We say that a tricky or prob-
lematic triangle t = (p, q, r) is halfy if C1 contains exactly one half-edge of some edge of t or
of opp(t).
The main new features are going to be the following 3 types of subgraphs, shown in Figures
4 and 5, arising on halfy triangles:
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1. a subgraph on p, q, r such that Cmax contains a problematic triangle t = (p, q, r) and C1
contains either three incoming edges and one outgoing of t or three outgoing and one
incoming. W.l.o.g. assume that C1 contains edges (p′, p), (r′, r), (q, q1), (q2, q). G1 then
contains 10 copies of each of (r, p), (q, r) and 5 copies of (p, q). Any edge e ∈ Cmax such
that mult(e) = 10 is called a b-edge. A subgraph of G1 on p, q, r contains thus two
b-edges.
2. a subgraph on q, r such that Cmax contains a 2-cycle c = (q, r) and C1 contains three
edges incident to c, two of which are incident to q. W.l.o.g. assume that C1 contains an
edge (r1, r). Then mult(r, q) = 10 and mult(q, r) = 5, hence (r, q) is a b-edge. (If C1
contains an edge (r, r1), then mult(q, r) = 10 and mult(r, q) = 5.) This type of subgraph
arises for some cases when c is a t-cycle of a tricky triangle.
3. a subgraph on q, r such that Cmax contains a 2-cycle c = (q, r),mult(q, r) = 5,mult(r, q) =
4 and C1 contains four edges incident to c. We call the edge (q, r) a bow. This type of
subgraph arises when c is a t-cycle of a tricky triangle t and C1 contains a loop e′t.
p
qr
p′
q1
q2
r′
r
q
r1
10 copies 10 copies
5 copies
10 copies
5 copies
(a) (b)
p
0 copies 0 copies
Figure 4: Halfy triangles with 3 incoming and 1 outgoing edges of C1: a problematic and a tricky one t = (p, q, r).
q
r
5 copies
a bow
4 copies
Figure 5: A bow.
The following two types of subgraphs can be treated in a very similar way as a subgraph
surrounding a halfy 2-cycle (Figure 6):
1. a subgraph on p, q, r such that Cmax contains a problematic triangle t = (p, q, r) and
C1 contains either two incoming or two outgoing edges of t. W.l.o.g. assume that C1
contains edges (p′, p) and (q′, q). G1 contains then 10 copies of each of (p, q), (r, p) and
15 copies of (q, r). We call the edges (p′, p′′), (q′, q′′) of Cmax antennas of t and require
that they are diverse.
2. a subgraph on p, q, r such that Cmax contains a tricky triangle t = (p, q, r), where c =
(q, r) is its t-cycle and C1 contains either two incoming or two outgoing edges of t. W.l.o.g.
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assume that C1 contains edges (p′, p) and (q′, q). G1 contains then 5 copies of each of
(p, q), (r, q), 4 copies of (r, p) and 14 copies of (q, r). We call the edges (p′, p′′), (q′, q′′) of
Cmax antennas of t and require that they are diverse. We call the edge (p, p′′′) of Cmax
a weak antenna of t and require that it is weakly diverse with (p′, p′′), by which we
mean that |col(p, p′′′) \ col(p′, p′′)| ≥ 2.
p
qr
p′
r
q
10 copies 10 copies
(a) (b)
p
q′
15 copies
p′
14
5
5
4
p′′
q′′
p′′
q′′
q′
p′′′
Figure 6: Halfy triangles with two incoming edges of C1: a problematic and a tricky one t = (p, q, r).
If C1 contains some strange 2-cycle or tricky triangles, then the multigraph G1 contains
non-path-20-colorable subgraphs. We deal with such non-colorable subgraphs at the end by
finding exchange sets F1, F2 and extending the partial path-20-coloring.
If C1 contains a 2-cycle or triangle of Cmax, then such a cycle is not hard or not problematic
and then we can replace it with other edges so as to receive an amenable subgraph.
In all other aspects the obtained multigraph G1 has the same (or easier) properties as in
previous sections, i.e., each vertex has two incoming and two outgoing edges: two in Cmax and
two in C1 and thus indegree and outdegree at most 14.
Below we give a detailed description of the construction of G1.
6.1 Incorrigible 2-cycles
Fact 6 If c = (u, v) is an incorrigible subcycle of a triangle t = (u, v, v′) of Cmax, then
both (i) w(v, u) > max{w(u, u′), w(v′, v)} and (ii) w(v, u) > 34(w(u′, u) + w(u, v′)) and (iii)
w(u, v) > 14(w(u
′, u) + w(u, v′)). For any triangle of Cmax at most one of its subcycles is
incorrigible.
Lemma 13 Let c = (u, v) be an incorrigible 2-cycle. Then at most one of the vertices u, v is
part of an incorrigible 2-cycle c′ 6= c. If c = (u, v) and c′ = (u, v′) are two incorrigible 2-cycles
such that (u, v), (u, v′), (v′, v′′) ∈ Cmax and w(u, v) ≥ w(u, v′), then w(v′, v′′) < w(u,v
′)
3 .
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that both u and v are part of incorrigible 2-cycles c1 = (u′, u)
and c2 = (v, v′) different from c. Assume that edges (u, v), (u′, u), (v, v′) belong to Cmax and
let (u′′, u′), (v′, v′′) be edges of Cmax adjacent to u′ and v′. Since the 2-cycles c1 and c2 are
incorrigible, we have that w(u′, u) > 34(w(u, v)+w(u
′′, u′)) and w(v, v′) > 34(w(u, v)+w(v
′, v′′)),
which implies that w(u′, u) > 34w(u, v) and w(v, v
′) > 34w(u, v). It means that
3
4(w(u
′, u) +
w(v, v′)) > 98w(u, v) ≥ w(u, v). Therefore c = (u, v) is not incorrigible - a contradiction.
Let c = (u, v) and c′ = (u, v′) be two incorrigible 2-cycles such that (u, v), (u, v′), (v′, v′′) ∈
Cmax and w(u, v) ≥ w(u, v′). Then, because c′ is incorrigible, w(u, v′) > 34(w(u, v)+w(v′, v′′)).
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Hence, w(v′, v′′) < 43w(u, v
′) − w(u, v). Since w(u, v) ≥ w(u, v′), we get that w(v′, v′′) <
1
3w(u, v
′). 2
6.2 Strange halfy 2-cycles
If C1 contains exactly one half-edge of each edge of a 2-cycle c of G, then c is called a halfy
2-cycle of C1. Additionally, if a halfy 2-cycle c of C1 is such that exactly one of the edges of c
belongs to Cmax, then it is said to be a strange halfy 2-cycle of C1.
In the way shown below we deal with (i) each strange halfy 2-cycle that is not a subcycle of
a problematic triangle and (ii) with each strange halfy 2-cycle that is a sub-2-cycle of a handy
triangle t such that C1 is integral on edges of t \ c.
To facilitate the subsequent coloring of G1, we modify it as follows. We are also going to
modify Cmax. To avoid confusion, we denote the modified Cmax as C ′max. Let c = (u, v) be
any strange halfy 2-cycle of C1. Suppose that (u, v) ∈ Cmax. Let (u′, u), (v, v′) ∈ Cmax be the
two edges of Cmax incident to (u, v). We remove all copies of (u′, u), (v, v′) (8 in total) from G1
and replace them with 1 additional copy of (u, v) and 4 additional copies of (v, u) - as a result
mult(u, v) = mult(v, u) = 10 and mult(u′, u) = mult(v, v′) = 0. Also, in C ′max, we replace
edges (u′, u), (v, v′) with one edge (v, u). As a consequence of this modification, we obtain a
multigraph G1, in which each halfy 2-cycle c = (u, v) of C1 (not only strange but also one with
both edges in Cmax) has no incident edges of Cmax apart from those already belonging to c
and mult(u, v) = mult(v, u) = 10.
Lemma 14 The weight of the thus modified G1 is at least 4w(Cmax) + 10w(C1).
Proof. This follows from the fact that each halfy and strange 2-cycle (u, v) of C1 is incorrigible
or problematic. Assuming that it is (u, v) that belongs to Cmax and (u, v) is incorrigible,
by the definition and Fact 6, we get that w(u, v) > 14(w(u
′, u) + w(v, v′)) and w(v, u) >
3
4(w(u
′, u) + w(v, v′)), which means that w(u, v) + 5w(v, u) ≥ 4(w(u′, u) + w(v, v′)).
If (u, v) is not incorrigible, then it is triangular and a subcycle of a handy triangle t =
(u, v, v′). Hence, w(v, u) > w(t)2 and by Lemma 15 w(u, v) >
3
10w(t) and w(v, v
′) + w(v′, u) <
7
10w(t). Therefore, w(u, v) + 5w(v, u) ≥ 4(w(v′, u) + w(v, v′)). 2
6.3 Problematic triangles
We start with lemmas that will be helpful in the process of replacing edges.
Lemma 15 Let t be a problematic triangle and a any of its edges. Then 310w(t) < w(a) <
4
10w(t). Let p be any two-edge path contained in opp(t). Then w(p) <
11w(t)−3w(a)
14 and w(p) <
5w(t)
7 .
If t is additionally unhandy and a′ denotes any edge of opp(t), then
1. w(a′) < 410w(t),
2. w(a′)− w(a) < 215w(t) .
Proof. The triangle t is hard. Therefore no two edges of t have weight at least 710w(t). This
means that each edge of t has weight greater than 310w(t) and thus also smaller than
4
10w(t).
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The triangle t contains a two-edge path of weight at least 23w(t), which must be smaller than
4w(t)+10w(opp(t))
20 =
w(t)
5 +
w(opp(t))
2 , as otherwise t would be handy. Hence w(opp(t)) >
14
15w(t).
Suppose that t is unhandy of type 1. To prove that w(a′) < 410w(t), notice that the
subgraph consisting of 20 copies of a′ and 10 copies of each of the remaining edges of opp(t)
must have weight smaller than 4w(t) + 10w(opp(t)), because t is unhandy. Hence, 20w(a′) +
10(w(opp(t))− w(a′)) < 4w(t) + 10w(opp(t)), which means that w(a′) < 410w(t).
Suppose now that t is unhandy of type 2 and a′ forms a sub-2-cycle of t with an edge
b. The subgraph consisting of 20 copies of a and 10 copies of each of the remaining edges
of t must have weight smaller than 9w(t) + 5w(b) + 10w(a′), because t is unhandy of type
2. Thus, 9w(t) + 5w(b) + 10w(a′) > 20w(a) + 10(w(t)) − w(a)) = 10w(t) + 10w(a), which
implies that w(a′) > w(t)10 + w(a)− w(b)2 . This means that w(a)− w(a′) < −w(t)10 + w(b)2 . Since
w(b) < 25w(t), we get that w(a) − w(a′) < w(t)10 . Note also, that if a = b, then the inequality
w(a′) > w(t)10 + w(a)− w(b)2 implies that w(a′) > w(t)10 + w(b)2 .
To prove that w(a′) < 410w(t) for an unhandy triangle of type 2, suppose to the contrary
that some edge b′ of opp(t) has weight at least 410w(t). Let a
′ (a′ 6= b′) and b form a sub-2-cycle
of t. The subgraph consisting of 14 copies of each of a′ and b′, 6 copies of b and 3 copies of
each of the remaining two edges of t must have weight smaller than 9w(t) + 5w(b) + 10w(a′).
Thus, 9w(t) + 5w(b) + 10w(a′) > 14(w(a′) +w(b′)) + 3w(t) + 3w(b), which means that w(a′) <
3w(t)
2 +
w(b)
2 − 72w(b′). Since w(b′) > 25w(t), we get that w(a′) < w(t)10 + w(b)2 , which contradicts
inequality derived above.
Let a denote any edge of t and p any two-edge path contained in opp(t). Let us notice that
the subgraph consisting of 6 copies of edge a, 3 copies of each of the other two edges of t and
14 copies of p satisfies the requirement that each vertex of t has total degree at most 37 in this
subgraph. This means that since t is problematic it must hold that 6w(a) + 3(w(t)−w(a)) +
14w(p) < 14w(t). Thus w(p) < 11w(t)−3w(a)14 . This in particular means that w(p) <
5w(t)
7 ,
because some edge of t has weight at least w(t)3 .
Lemma 16 Let t denote a problematic triangle and assume that C1 contains a set S of 4
different half-edges within t ∪ opp(t) belonging to edges a, b, a′, b′. If all edges a, b, a′, b′ belong
to t or all of them belong to opp(t), then 10w(S) ≤ 7w(t). Otherwise, 10w(S) ≤ 7.5w(t).
Proof.
1. All edges a, b, a′, b′ belong to t or all of them belong to opp(t). Notice that at least
two of them denote the same edge. Assume that a = b. If, additionally, a′ = b′,
then S is a two-edge path and then 10w(S) < 1057w(t) = 7
1
7w(t). If a
′ 6= b′, then
10w(S) = 10(w(a)+w(a
′)+w(b′))
2 + 5w(b) ≤ 5w(t) + 5 · 410w(t) = 7w(t).
2. Three pairwise different edges a, b, a′ belong to t and b′ belongs to opp(t) or vice versa.
This means that 10w(S) = 5(w(a) + w(b) + w(a′) + w(b′)) ≤ 5w(t) + 5w(b′). The last
inequality follows from the fact that w(a) + w(b) + w(a′) equals w(t) or w(opp(t)). As
long as w(b′) ≤ 12w(t), 10w(S) ≤ 7.5w(t).
3. Three edges a, b, a′ belong to t, a = b and b′ belongs to opp(t). Note that a′ and b form a
two-edge path within t. Thus w(a′)+w(b) < 710w(t). By Lemma 15, w(a) <
4
10w(t). Thus
10w(S) = 5(w(a) +w(b) +w(a′) +w(b′)) ≤ 5.5w(t) + 5w(b′). As long as w(b′) ≤ 410w(t),
10w(S) ≤ 7.5w(t).
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4. Three edges a, b, a′ belong to opp(t), a = b and b′ belongs to t. Note that a′ and b
form a two-edge path within opp(t). By the reasoning above we have w(b) + w(a′) +
w(b′) < 11w(t)−3w(b
′)
14 + w(b
′) = 11w(t)+11w(b
′)
14 . Because w(b
′) < 410w(t), we obtain that
w(b) + w(a′) + w(b′) = 1110w(t). Therefore, under the condition that w(a) ≤ 410w(t), we
get that 10w(S) ≤ 7.5w(t).
5. Two edges a, b belong to t and a′, b′ belong to opp(t). If a 6= b and a′ 6= b′, then
a, b form a two-edge path and so do a′, b′. Hence, 10w(S) = 5(w(a) + w(b) + w(a′) +
w(b′)) < 5 · 710w(t) + 5 · 57w(t) < 7.5w(t). If a = b and a′ 6= b′, then the estimation
is the same as in point 4 above and 10w(S) < 7.5w(t). If a 6= b and a′ = b′, then
10w(S) = 5(w(a) + w(b) + w(a′) + w(b′)) < 10 · 410w(t) + 5 · 710w(t) < 7.5w(t). Here
we have used the fact that w(a′) ≤ 410w(t) by Lemma 15 (one 2-cycle must contain 3
half-edges and such things are allowed only when w(a′) ≤ 410w(t).)
2
Let t = (p, q, r) be a problematic triangle such that C1 contains some half-edges within
t ∪ opp(t). Below we describe the construction of G1 involving edges of t and opp(t). To
facilitate the coloring of G1, we sometimes modify G′1, which originally is set as G1.
1. C1 contains 4 half-edges within t∪ opp(t) and either two incoming or two outgoing edges
of t.
W.l.o.g. assume that C1 contains edges (p′, p) and (q′, q). In this case no matter which
4 half-edges of t ∪ opp(t) belong to C1, G1 contains 10 copies of each of (p, q), (r, p)
and 15 copies of (q, r). By Lemma 15, we have 10(w(p, q) + w(r, p)) + 15w(q, r) =
10w(t) + 5w(q, r) ≥ 10w(t) + 5 · 310w(t) = 1112w(t).
2. C1 contains 4 half-edges within t ∪ opp(t) and one incoming and one outgoing edge of t.
There are three possible cases here:
(a) C1 contains edges (p′, p) and (q, q′). G1 contains 15 copies of (p, q) and 10 copies
of each of the remaining two edges of t. To facilitate the coloring of G1, we modify
G′1 in such a way that we combine vertices p and q into a new vertex vt and thus a
triangle (p, q, r) becomes a 2-cycle (vt, r).
(b) C1 contains edges (p, p′) and (q′, q). G1 contains 10 copies of each of (p, q), (q, r)
and 15 copies of (r, p). To facilitate the coloring of G1, we modify G′1 in such a way
that we replace edges (p, p′) and (q′, q) with one edge (q′, p′) unless p′ = q′.
(c) C1 contains edges (p′, p) and (p, p′′). Assume w.l.o.g. that w(p, q) ≥ w(r, p). G1
contains 20 copies of (q, r), 10 copies of (p, q) and 5 copies of (r, p). To facilitate
the coloring of G1, we modify G′1 in such a way that we combine vertices q and r
into a new vertex vt and thus a triangle (p, q, r) becomes a 2-cycle (vt, p).
In the first two cases the estimation of the weight of the subgraph of G1 on p, q, r is
the same as in point 1 above. In the second we have 20w(q, r) + 10w(p, q) + 5w(r, p) =
5w(t) + 15w(q, r) + 5w(p, q).
3. C1 contains exactly two half-edges within t ∪ opp(t).
Here we distinguish the following two subcases:
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(a) C1 contains either three incoming edges and one outgoing of t or three outgoing and
one incoming. W.l.o.g. assume that C1 contains edges (p′, p), (r′, r), (q, q1), (q2, q).
G1 then contains 10 copies of each of (r, p), (q, r) and 5 copies of (p, q). By Lemma
15 we have 10(w(r, p)+w(q, r))+5w(p, q) = 5w(t)+5(w(r, p)+5w(q, r)) ≥ 5w(t)+
10 · 310w(t) = 8w(t).
(b) C1 contains two incoming and two outgoing edges of t. W.l.o.g. assume that q is
incident to both an incoming and an outgoing edge of C1.
i. C1 contains edges (r′, r) and (p, p′). Then G1 contains 15 copies of (r, p) and
5 copies of each of the remaining two edges of t. To facilitate the coloring of
G1, we modify G′2 in such a way that we combine vertices p and r into a new
vertex vt and thus a triangle (p, q, r) becomes a 2-cycle (vt, q).
ii. C1 contains edges (r, r′) and (p′, p). Then G1 contains 15 copies of (r, p) and 5
copies of each of the remaining two edges of t.
Notice that it cannot happen that another vertex of t besides q also has one incoming
and one outgoing edge of C1.
6.4 Tricky triangles
Lemma 17 Let t=(p, q, r) be a tricky triangle of C1 with a t-cycle c = (q, r). Then
1. w(r, q) > max{w(t)2 , 32w(q, r)}.
2. Let ∆ = w(r, q)− 32w(q, r). Then min{w(p, q), w(r, p)} > 35∆ + w(q,r)2 .
3. Let  = w(r, q)− w(t)2 . Then w(q, r) ≥ w(t)3 − .
Proof.
If point 1 did not hold, we could replace 4 copies of (r, q) with two copies of t and obtain
a path-20-colorable subgraph or replace 4-copies of (r, q) with 6 copies of (q, r).
Let a = (q, r), d = (r, q), b1 = (p, q), b2 = (r, p).
We now prove point 2. We have that w(d) = 32w(a) + ∆. We notice that in order for
t to be tricky it has to hold that 4w(c) + 10w(t) > 10w(a) + 10w(b2) + 10w(d), because
the subgraph consisting of 10 copies of each of a, b2, d is path-20-colorable. This means that
20w(a) + 10w(b1) + 10w(b2) + 4∆ > 25w(a) + 10w(b2) + 10∆, which implies that w(b1) >
3
5∆ +
w(a)
2 . We obtain the same estimation for w(b2) if we consider the subgraph consisting of
10 copies of each of a, b1, d. Then it must hold that 4w(c)+10w(t) > 10w(a)+10w(b1)+10w(d).
To prove point 3, suppose to the contrary that a < w(t)3 − . We will show that in such a
case t is not tricky. Notice that 10w(t) + 4w(c) < 10w(t) + 103 w(t) =
40
3 w(t).
Since a < w(t)3 − , b + w(b2) > w(t)3 − . Suppose that b ≥ w(b2). Let b = w(t)3 + /2 + δ.
Then w(b2) >
w(t)
3 + /2− δ.
If b1 is coincident with an edge of Cmax with multiplicity 5 (a bow), then we take 15 copies
of b1, 13 copies of b2 and 12 copies of a. Hence, the whole subgraph has weight greater than
5w(t) + 7.5+ 15δ + 133 w(t) + 6.5− 13δ + 4w(t)− 12 > 403 w(t).
If b1 is not coincident with an edge of Cmax with multiplicity 5, then we take 16 copies of
b, 12 copies of b2 and 12 copies of a. Hence, the whole subgraph has also weight greater than
40
3 w(t). 2
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Let t = (p, q, r) be a tricky triangle such that c = (r, q) is a 2-cycle of Cmax. Let a =
(q, r), d = (r, q), b1 = (p, q), b2 = (r, p).
1. C1 contains two crossing half-edges within b1, b2 and no half-edges within c.
Then C1 contains either (r1, r) and two edges incident to q or (q1, q) and two edges
incident to r. W.l.o.g. assume that the first case holds. G1 contains then 10 copies of d
and 5 copies of a.
To prove that 10w(d) + 5w(a) ≥ 5w(b1) + 5w(b2) + 4w(c), we use Lemma 17 point 3.
Let  = w(d)− w(t)2 and suppose that 10w(d) + 5w(a) < 5w(b1) + 5w(b2) + 4w(c). Then
10w(d) + 5w(a) < 5w(b1) + 5w(b2) + 4w(a) + 4w(d), which implies that 6w(d) +w(a) <
5w(b1)+5w(b2). Hence 3w(t)+6+w(a) < 5(w(t)−w(a)). Thus w(a) < w(t)3 − , which
contradicts Lemma 17 point 3.
2. C1 contains two crossing half-edges within b1, b2 and two crossing half-edges within c.
Then C1 contains either (i) (p1, p) and (q, q1) or (ii) (r1, r) and (p, p1). W.l.o.g. assume
that case (i) holds. Then G1 contains 15 copies of d and depending on which is more
convenient either (i) 5 copies of a and 5 copies of that edge from b1, b2 which has greater
weight or (ii) 5 copies of each of b1, b2. To facilitate the coloring of G1, we modify
G′1 in such a way that we replace edges (p, q), (q, q1) with one edge (p, q1). The edge
(p, q1) has multiplicity 10 in G′1. G′1 does not contain any of the remaining edges of t
or c. The restriction regarding this modification is such that if G′1 contains (q1, p) and
mult(q1, p) = 14, then we do not perform it and instead remove from G′1 all edges of t
and c as well as (q, q1).
Note that the required weight is equal toW = 4w(c)+5w(c)+5w(b1)+5w(b2) = 9w(a)+
9w(d)+5w(b1)+5w(b2). We need to prove that 15w(d)+5w(a)+5 max{w(b1), w(b2)} ≥
W and 15w(d) + 5w(b1) + 5w(b2) ≥W .
Let us prove the first one. Notice that max{w(b1), w(b2)} ≥ w(t)−w(a)2 . Suppose that
15w(d)+5w(a)+5 max{w(b1), w(b2)} < W . This means that 4w(a)+5 max{w(b1), w(b2)} >
6w(d). Using w(d) = w(t)2 + , we get that 1.5w(a) + 2.5w(t) > 3w(t) + 6. Hence
w(a) > w(t)3 + 4. But then w(d) <
3
2w(a), which contradicts Lemma 17 point 1.
3. C1 contains two crossing half-edges within (p, q), (r, p) and one whole edge within c.
Then C1 contains either (i) (p1, p) and (q1, q) or (ii) (p, p1) and (q, q1). The case is
similar to case 1 for the problematic triangle. We do not modify anything in G1. W.l.o.g.
assume that case (i) holds. Edges (p1, p2), (q1, q2) of C ′max are called the antennas of t
and required to be diverse.
4. C1 does not contain any half-edges within c but contains a loop e′t.
Since 10w(e′t) = w(r, q), G1 contains 5 copies of (r, q) (and not 4 as usual). Such an edge
(r, q) is called a bow.
5. C1 contains all edges of t and a loop et.
Then 10w(t) + 4w(c) + 10w(et) = 14w(q, r) + 10(w(p, q) + w(r, p)) + 3w(r, q) and G1
indeed contains 14 copies of (q, r), 10 copies of each of (p, q), (r, p) and 3 copies of (r, q),
which is a path-20-colorable subgraph.
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Next we show what we do about strange 2-cycles of C1. Let c = (u, v) be a strange 2-cycle
of C1 and suppose Cmax contains (u, v), (u′, u), (v, v′).
Since c belongs to C1, it means that 4w(v, u) ≤ 6w(v′, v) or 4w(v, u) ≤ 6w(u, u′). Suppose
that the first case holds. Then G1 will contain 6 copies of (v, u) (instead of 10) and additionally,
6 copies of (v′, v). To facilitate the path-coloring of G1, G′1 is modified as follows. If v′ = u′,
G′1 contains a 2-cycle (u′, u′′), where u′′ is a new vertex and the number of copies of (u′, u′′)
and (u′′, u) is equal to respectively 10 and 5 and G′1 does not contain vertices u, v or their
adjacent edges. If v′ 6= u′, G′1 does not contain u or v or their adjacent edges and contains
instead 4 copies of the edge (u′, v′), which is treated as though it belonged to C ′max.
Theorem 3 w(G1) ≥ 10w(C1) + 4w(Cmax)
The proof follows from the above discussion and Lemmas 15 and 16.
7 Path-coloring in the presence of problematic and tricky tri-
angles
As previously, i.e., in Section 7, we would like to take advantage of Observations 1 and ??
and color rays in portions by coloring all rays of one cycle or path in one step. Here, however,
the situation is somewhat more complicated because of b-edges. Consider an edge e = (u, v)
belonging to some path or cycle s of C1. Suppose that it is coincident with two rays r =
(u, u′), r′ = (v′, v) of this path or cycle, thus r is an inray and r′ an outray of s. If r is a
b-edge, meaning that mult(r) = 10, then it is impossible to color r and r′ with disjoint sets of
colors of K. This is because, both r and r′ have to be diverse with e. However, mult(e) = 10,
which implies that afterwards the coloring it must hold that col(e) ∪ col(r) = K, hence col(r′)
must be a subset of col(r). To deal efficiently with coloring of b-edges, we divide the set of colors
col(r) assigned to any b-edge r into r’s own colors, denoted col′(r) and colors inherited by
r, denoted col′′(r). If in the above example, r′ is not a b-edge, then colors inherited by r are
such that col′′(r) = col(r′) and r′ is called an ally of r. Below we define allies for all b-edges.
They help to control, which colors are inherited by which edges. For every b-edge, its inherited
colors come from its ally.
The division is such that for any r, r′ ∈ Cmax coincident with an edge e of C1 such that
r is a b-edge, it holds that (i) col′′(r) ⊃ col(r′), if r′ is not a b-edge, (ii) col′′(r) ⊃ col′(r′),
otherwise and (iii) |col′(r)| = |col′′(r)| = 5 (which holds after r is fully colored). For example,
if e is coincident with two b-edges r and r′, then it holds that col(r) = col(r′) and col′(r) =
col′′(r′), col′(r′) = col′′(r′′), thus half of the set col(r) are r’s own colors and half r′s.
Now, we define allies. Let r = (u, v) be a b-edge. It is coincident with one edge of C1.
Suppose that r is coincident with an edge e1 = (v1, v) of C1. Then there exists an edge
r′1 = (v1, v′1) belonging to C ′max. We call r′1 an ally of r and denote as al(r) = r′1. (If such
an edge r′1 does not exist, that we can add an artificial edge of this form. In reality it means
that we have more flexibility in coloring r.) The situation is symmetric if r is coincident with
an edge e2 = (u, u1) of C1. Then the edge r′2 = (u1, u′1) ∈ C ′max is an ally of r and denoted as
al(r) = r′2.
Let us now examine what methods we can use to ensure that any b-edge is safe with respect
to inherited colors. To this end, we appropriately define what it means for a halfy triangle to
be blocked and cooperative. As for colors owned by b-edges we can apply Observation 1 to
ensure their safety.
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We say that two antennas a1, a2 of a halfy cycle c of C1 are diverse if the sets of its own
colors are disjoint, i.e., if col′(a1) ∩ col′(a2) = ∅.
7.1 Halfy triangles
Let t = (p, q, r) be a halfy triangle consisting of edges a = (p, q), b = (q, r), c = (r, p) and
(p1, p), (q1, q), (q, q2), (r1, r) edges of C1 and (r1, r′1), (q′′2 , q2), (q1, q′1), (p1, p′1) edges of Cmax.
Suppose that G′1 contains 10 copies of d = (r, q) and 5 copies of b and C1 contains edges
(q1, q), (q, q2), (r1, r). We call b an s-edge of t. If C ′max contains an edge b′ = (r1, r2) and b′
does not belong to a halfy 2-cycle of C1, then b′ is said to be an outer antenna of t and
d an inner antenna of t. Since d is a b-edge, it has an ally d′ and 5 colors assigned to it
are inherited , i.e., col′′(d) ⊃ col′(d′). To be able to guarantee that d is safe with respect to
each inherited color k ∈ col′′(d), we require that the antennas of t are diverse (i.e. that col′(d)
and col′(b′) are disjoint) and we say that t is blocked if this condition is not satisfied. (The
situation is symmetric if t contains b = (r, q), G′1 contains 10 copies of d = (q, r) and 5 copies
of b and C1 contains edges (q1, q), (q, q2), (r, r1).)
Let Z(t) denote a subset of col′′(d)\col′(b′) such that k ∈ Z(t) if d is not already safe w.r.t.
k at the moment of coloring d. Z(t) may of course contain all colors of col′′(d) \ col′(b′).
Notice that if we color b in such a way that we assign |Z(t)| colors of col′(b′) \ col′′(d) to b
(i.e. |(col′(b′)\col′′(d))∩col(b)| ≥ |Z(t)|), then flex+(r1, r) ≥ |Z(t)|, which means that we can
forbid any color of Z(t) on (r1, r) and hence are able to color (r1, r) so that no color of Z(t)
occurs on it ( any color of col′(b′) does not occur on (r1, r) anyway). This is how we are going
to ensure that d is safe with respect to inherited colors. Observe that since the outer antenna
b′ id required to be diverse with the inner antenna d (i.e. col′(d)∩ col′(b′) = ∅), there is no risk
of assigning to b any color already assigned to d and hence creating a monochromatic 2-cycle.
To summarise, we say that edge b is shadowed or that we shadow b if (i) it is colored
in such a way that |(col′(b′) \ col′′(d)) ∩ col(b)| ≥ |Z(t)| and if (ii) no color of Z(t) occurs on
(r1, r). Also, if b′ is a b-edge, then it views the edge b as though it were colored with colors of
Z(t) and treats them as col′(b). Thus if b′ is a b-edge, then col′′(b′) ⊇ Z(t).
For example, suppose that d′ and b′ are already colored and col(d′) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and
col(b′) = {6, 7, 8, 9, 10} and we want to color d and b (because we are processing a path or
cycle of C1 containing edge (q1, q), (q, q2)). Because d is a b-edge and d′ is its ally, the colors
col′′(d) inherited by d are {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. We assign own colors of d to d so that they are
disjoint with col(b′), for example, col′(d) = {11, 12, 13, 14, 15}. Therefore, col(d) = col′(d) ∪
col′′(d). Next, we shadow b. Since, Z(t) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, we assign all colors of b′ to b,
thus col(b) = {6, 7, 8, 9, 10}. Also, we assign colors of K \ (Z(t) ∪ col(b) to (r1, r). Hence,
col(r1, r) = {11, 12, . . . , 20}. This means that d is safe w.r.t. each color of col′′(d).
We say that such a halfy triangle t is cooperative if
• t is not blocked,
• its s-edge is shadowed,
• b and d are diverse.
Suppose next that t = (p, q, r) is a halfy triangle such that and G′1 contains 10 copies of each
of a = (p, q), c = (r, p), 5 copies of b = (q, r) and C1 contains edges (p1, p), (q1, q), (q, q2), (r1, r).
(The situation is symmetric when C1 contains (p, p1), (q1, q), (q, q2), (r, r1).) We call b an s-
edge of t, a the main b-edge of t and c the secondary b-edge of t. Both a and c are b-edges
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an their allies are denoted as a′ and c′, respectively. An edge b′ = (r1, r2) ∈ C ′max is said to be
an ally of the s-edge b.
If c′ does not belong to a halfy 2-cycle of C1, then c′ is said to be an outer antenna of
t and a an inner antenna of t. A triangle t it is said to be blocked, if its antennas are not
diverse. Notice that since c′ is is an ally of c, the fact that antennas of t are diverse implies
that col′′(c) ∩ col′(a) = ∅.
Whenever possible, we color c in such a way that that each color k inherited by a (k ∈
col′′(a)) is assigned to c. More precisely, for any inherited color k assigned to a , if k is not
already assigned to c (k ∈ col′′(a) \ col′′(c)), we assign it to col′(c) unless it is forbidden on
c, because c is an antenna of some halfy cycle of C1. (It can be proved that if a color k is
forbidden on c, then a is safe w.r.t . k.) Additionally, if col′(c) 6= col′′(a), then we ensure that
|col(a)∩col(c)| ≤ 5 (if col′(c) = col′′(a), then |col(a)∩col(c)| ≤ 5 always holds.) For each color
k ∈ col(a)∩ col(c), we are going to guarantee that both a and c are safe w.r.t. k by shadowing
b similarly as in the case above and as explained below.
Let Z(t) = {k ∈ (col(a) ∩ col(c)) \ col′(b′) : k is such that a is not safe w.r.t. k at the
moment of coloring a}. We want to ensure that a and c are safe with respect to each color
k ∈ Z(t). To this end, we color b in such a way that b is assigned at least |Z(t) colors of col′(b′),
i.e., |col′(b′) ∩ col(b)| ≥ |Z(t)|. Then we can color (r, r1) so that no color of Z(t) occurs on it,
i.e., b is shadowed.
To sum up, we say that a halfy triangle t is cooperative if
• t is not blocked and |col(a) ∩ col(c)| ≤ 5,
• its s-edge is shadowed,
• no color k occurs on every edge of t.
7.2 Algorithm
When coloring rays of a cycle or path s of C1, we may not be able to color b-edges and s-edges
incident to s fully, because their allies have not been colored yet. For this reason, we introduce
the notion of precoloring. To precolor an edge r means to:
• color r, if r is neither a b-edge nor an s-edge,
• color r with 5 colors denoted as col′(r), if r is a b-edge but not a secondary b-edge,
• leave r uncolored, if r is a secondary b-edge or an s-edge.
Below we show that we can guarantee that each ray of a given cycle c is safe by using a
similar approach as previously, where we colored inrays and outrays with disjoint sets of colors.
The modification consists in the fact that for b-edges, we only require that colors owned by
them, i.e., sets col′(r) obey this partition.
Lemma 18 Let c be a cycle of C1 such that each of its incident rays is uncolored or safe.
Then we are able to precolor uncolored rays of c in such a way that under the condition that
each halfy triangle incident to c is cooperative, each ray of c is safe.
Proof. We partition K into Z−(c) and Z+(c). We would like to color each uncolored inray of c
with colors of Z−(c) and each uncolored outray of c with colors of Z+(c). For every uncolored
ray r such that mult(r) ≤ 5 and which is not an s-edge, this is indeed how we proceed. For
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every ray r of c, which is a b-edge, we assign 5 colors of either Z+(c) or Z−(c) to col′(r),
depending on whether r is an inray or an outray. Note that a ray of a cycle can never be a
secondary b-edge, because both endpoints of a secondary b-edge belong to paths of C1. The
other colors assigned to r are inherited from the ally of r.
As for any s-edge e, we have already observed that it can only belong to a monochromatic
cycle c, which is a (sub)cycle of a halfy triangle t which contains e. If t is cooperative, then it
is guaranteed not to happen.
Let k be a color assigned to some ray r of c, also possibly at some later point after the
precoloring of c. If r is an s-edge, then we have already shown above that under the condition
the halfy triangle t containing r is cooperative, r is safe. Assume next that r is not an s-edge.
If r is an inray and k ∈ col′(r), then if r was precolored before processing c, it is safe by the
assumption. If r was precolored during processing c, then k ∈ Z−(c). Any potential monochro-
matic cycle c′ containing r must contain some outray r′ of c. If any outray r′ of c is colored k,
then r′ was either colored k before we started precoloring rays of c or r′ is an s-edge or k belongs
to colors inherited by r′, i.e., k ∈ col′′(r′). In all these three cases, however, r′ is guaranteed
to be safe w.r.t. k under the condition that a halfy triangle containing r′ is cooperative. This
means that r is safe under the condition that each halfy triangle incident to c is cooperative. 2
We say that an edge is conditionally safe if it is guaranteed not to belong to a monochro-
matic cycle under the condition that all halfy triangles are cooperative.
We say that G′1 is blocked if there exists a cycle, a halfy 2-cycle, problematic or tricky
triangle of C1 that is blocked. Otherwise, G′1 is unblocked.
To process a cycle or path s of C1 means to precolor all its rays in such a way that all of
them are conditionally safe and G′1 is unblocked, assuming that before starting to process this
cycle or path, G′1 is safe and unblocked.
Algorithm Color7
while there exists an unprocessed cycle of C1 without any incident b-edge
c← an unprocessed cycle of C1 without any incident b-edge with a minimal number of uncolored rays;
process c;
process all cycles of C1 with an incident b-edge;
while there exists an unprocessed path of C1
p← any unprocessed path of C1;
process p;
color fully all b-edges and s-edges;
color the remaining uncolored edges in such a way that each of them is safe and G′1 does not become blocked.
By β(c) we denote the number of bows incident to c.
Lemma 19 Let c be a cycle of C1. Then χ(c) = kol(c) + flex0(c) + flex+(c) + blank(c) ≥
kol(c) + 2λ(c) − β(c) + flex+(c). If the number of uncolored rays and chords of c is equal to
r, then χ(c) ≥ kol(c) + 2λ(c)− β(c) + 4r + flex+(c).
As a consequence:
1. A cycle of length greater than 2 and one uncolored chord or two uncolored rays cannot be
blocked.
2. A 2-cycle is blocked only if some two of its non-complementary rays r1, r2 are not diverse.
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Proof. Let e be an edge of c. If none of its coincident edges of C ′max is colored, then
flex(e) = 10. If exactly one of its coincident edges of C ′max is colored, then flex(e) = 6.
Otherwise, flex(e) ≥ max{10− kol(c), 2}. 2
We now present an extended version of Lemma 9. The main difference comes from the fact
that G′1 may contain bows, which occurs in point 5. Recall that a bow is an edge of multiplicity
5 contained in a 2-cycle of C ′max.
Lemma 20 Suppose that at step S we want to color a set U of uncolored edges, where U
consists of either (i) a subset of uncolored rays of a cycle c of C1 or (ii) an antenna of a halfy
cycle c of C1. Then, assuming that G′1 is unblocked, there always exists a number ∆′(c) and
a set Z ⊆ K such that by using ∆′(c) different colors of Z on U , we guarantee that c does
not become blocked. Depending on additional conditions, ∆′(c) and |Z| can be expressed as the
following functions of a certain ∆(c) ≤ ∆′(c):
0 . If c has at least two chords or one chord and λ(c) > 3, then ∆′(c) = 0. In the remaining
points we assume that c has no chords or one chord and λ(c) = 3.
1. If c is a 2-cycle with r colored rays, then ∆′(c) = mult(U) and |Z| = 20− 4r + ρ(c).
2. If c has one uncolored ray, no chords and λ(c) > 2, then ∆′(c) = 4 − ∆(c) ≥ 0, where
∆(c) = flex+(c) + kol(c)− 10 and |Z| ≥ 12−∆(c).
3. Assume that c has exactly two uncolored incident edges of Cmax and λ(c) > 2. Then
|Z| ≥ 12−∆(c) + ρ(c), where ∆(c) = flex+(c) + kol(c)− 8. If we color only one ray of
c, then ∆′(c) = 2−∆(c), otherwise ∆′(c) = 6−∆(c).
4. Assume that c has at least u ≥ 3 uncolored rays and and λ(c) > 2. Then |Z| ≥ 20 −
flex+(c) − kol(c) + ρ(c). If we color u − 2 rays of c, then ∆′(c) = 0; if u − 1, then
∆′(c) = min{10−flex+(c)−kol(c), 0}; if we color all u rays of c, then ∆′(c) = min{14−
flex+(c)− kol(c), 0}.
5. If U consists of an antenna of c, then ∆′(c) = 4 and |Z| ≥ 15.
Proof. If c has no chords and r uncolored rays, then χ(c) = kol(c)+2λ(c)−β(c)+4r+flex+(c).
Case: c has exactly one uncolored ray and no chords.
We can notice that if c has exactly one uncolored ray e incident to vertex v ∈ c , then it cannot
belong to a 2-cycle c′ of C ′max, because both edges of any 2-cycle of C ′max are colored during
the same step. Thus at any point of the execution of Algorithm Color 7 either both edges of
such 2-cycle are uncolored or both are colored. This means that e is not a bow and also that
v has no incident bow. Therefore, β(c) ≤ λ(c) − 1 and mult(e) = 4. Thus 2λ(c) − β(c) is
minimum when β(c) = λ(c) − 1 and λ(c) = 3 and amounts to 4. By Lemma 8 there exists a
set Z of colors the application of any color of which increases flex+(c) + kol(c). To guarantee
that c does not become blocked it suffices to use mult(e)−min{0, χ(c)− 20} colors of Z. Let
us estimate χ(c) − 20. We have χ(c) − 20 = kol(c) + flex+(c) + 2λ(c) − β(c) + 4 − 20 ≥
kol(c) + flex+(c) − 12. Let ∆(c) = min{0, kol(c) + flex+(c) − 12}. By Lemma 8 the size of
Z is at least 24− kol(c) ≥ 12 + 12− kol(c)− flex+(c) = 12−∆(c).
Case: c has exactly two uncolored incident edges e, f of C ′max.
Suppose first that the currently colored rays of c do not contain a bow. Then kol(c) +
flex+(c) ≥ 8 and flex0(c) + blank(c) ≥ 14,because either e, f do not contain a bow and then
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blank(c) = 8 and flex0(c) ≥ 6 or e, f contain a bow and then blank(c) = 9 and flex0(c) ≥ 5.
Hence χ(c) ≥ 22, because χ(c) = kol(c) + flex+(c) + flex0(c) + blank(c). Thus, to guarantee
that c does not become blocked, it suffices to use mult(U) − 2 − min{0, χ(c) − 22} colors of
Z. We define ∆(c) as follows: χ(c) − 22 ≥ kol(c) + flex+(c) + flex0(c) + blank(c) − 22 ≥
kol(c) + flex+(c)− 8 = ∆(c).
Suppose next that the currently colored rays of c contain a bow. Then kol(c) +flex+(c) ≥
13 (because we keep an invariant that if there exists an edge e of c with both rays colored and
an incident bow, then kol(c) + flex+(c) ≥ 13 only among these three rays of c incident to e)
and flex0(c) + blank(c) ≥ 12 + x, where x = 1 if e, f are coincident with the same edge of
c and x = 0, otherwise. Hence, χ(c) ≥ 25 + x. For the case when |U | = 1, we can color the
ray of U in any way, since currently χ(c) ≥ 25, hence ∆′(c) = 0. For the case when |U | = 2,
it suffices to use mult(U)− 5− x−min{0, χ(c)− 25} colors of Z. We define ∆(c) as follows:
χ(c)− 25 = kol(c) + flex+(c) + flex0(c) + blank(c)− 25 ≥ kol(c) + flex+(c)− 12−x = ∆(c).
By Lemma 8 the size of Z is at least 20−kol(c), when e and f are coincident with the same
edge of c. If the currently colored rays of c do not contain a bow, then 20− kol(c) ≥ 12 + 8−
kol(c)−flex+(c) = 12−∆(c). Otherwise, 20−kol(c) ≥ 7+13−kol(c)−flex+(c) = 7−∆(c).
When e and f are not coincident with the same edge of c, then the size of Z is at least
24− kol(c), which is greater or equal 16−∆(c), if c has no incident colored bow and greater
or equal 12−∆(c), otherwise. 2
Lemma 21 Let c be an unprocessed cycle of C1 that at some step of Algorithm Color7 has a
minimal number of uncolored rays, no incident b-edges and λ(c) > 2. Then it is always possible
to process c.
Proof.
If c has exactly one uncolored ray r or its already colored rays do not contain a bow, then
the proof is the same as in Lemma 10. Assume then now that c already has a colored ray,
which is a bow. If c has two uncolored incident edges e, f of C ′max forming a set U , then we
only have to use mult(U)−5−x−∆(c) colors of the set Z, which has size at least 12−∆(c) if
e, f are not coincident with the same edge or 7−∆(c), otherwise. The first case is analogous
to those considered in Lemma 10. In the second one, e, f cannot contain a bow and thus we
only have to use 8− 5− 1 = 2 colors of Z, which is easily achieved.
If c has at least 3 uncolored rays, then the proof is almost the same as the proof of Lemma
10. 2
Lemma 22 Let c be an unprocessed 2-cycle of C1 that at some step of Algorithm Color7 has
a minimal number of uncolored rays. Then it is always possible to process c.
Proof. If c has exactly one uncolored ray, then the proof is the same as in Lemma 21 above. If
c has exactly two uncolored rays, which are coincident with different edges of c, then it suffices
to color the two rays of r with 8 colors so that non-complimentary rays of c are diverse. Thus
for each of the uncolored rays r1, r2 of c we have a set Zi (i ∈ {1, 2} containing 16 colors at our
disposal. On the other hand each of the uncolored rays r of c may be incident to another cycle
of C1 or be antenna of a halfy cycle of C1. Then by Lemma 20 there exists a number ∆(c′) ≤ 4
and an at least (12−∆(c′))-element set Z ′ ⊆ K such that coloring r with 4−∆(c′) colors of
Z ′ guarantees that c′ does not become blocked. Let Z ′ denote such a set corresponding to one
ray and Z ′′ to another.
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We observe that |Z1 ∩ Z ′| ≥ 8−∆(c′) and |Z2 ∩ Z ′′| ≥ 8−∆(c′′), which means that even
if Z1 ∩ Z ′ = Z2 ∩ Z ′′ we have enough colors to color the rays of c. 2
Lemma 23 Let c be an unprocessed cycle of C1 that has an incident b-ray and λ(c) > 2. Then
it is always possible to process c.
Proof. We show that we can always ensure that c is not blocked by coloring the rays of c in
such a way that kol(c) + flex+(c) + flex0(c) ≥ 20.
To process c, we need to color all rays of c, which are not s-edges. We partition K into two
disjoint sets Z+(c) and Z−(c). If we precolor each uncolored outray with colors of Z+ and
each uncolored inray with colors of Z−(c), then each such newly colored ray becomes safe. As
for s-edges, we have more freedom in coloring them and do not have to observe this partition.
Recall that each s-edge e is guaranteed to be safe (as long as it is not assigned the same color
k as the other b-edge(s) of the same halfy triangle).
While coloring the rays of c, we also have to ensure that no other cycle or halfy cycle of
C1 becomes blocked. We do not need to concern ourselves with blocking cycles of C1 different
from c, because cycles of C1 with no incident b-rays are already processed and by the current
lemma we are always capable of processing a cycle of C1 with an incident b-ray. Thus we
only have to take care of halfy cycles. Since each ray of c is an antenna of at most one halfy
cycle, every ray of c has to be diverse with at most one edge. We make the following useful
observation.
Claim 3 ?? Let r be a b-ray of c and r′ an edge associated with r. Then at most one of the
edges r, r′ has to be diverse with an already colored antenna. Also, if r has to be diverse with
a, then colors of col′(a) are allowed to appear on r′.
This means that even if some colors are not allowed to appear on a b-ray r, then they
may appear on an s-edge associated with r. In view of the above claim, we notice that if the
number of uncolored rays of c, which are not s-edges is at least 4, then we can easily guarantee
that kol(c) + flex0(c) ≥ 20 by assigning different colors to col′(r) of each uncolored ray or by
assigning them to an appropriate s-edge. (For example, suppose that c has one b-ray r, one s-
edge r′ and 3 uncolored rays and for each of the rays the same 5 colors of Z ′ are forbidden. Then
by Claim ?? we can assign Z ′ to r′ and use colors of K\Z ′ on the uncolored rays.) The situation
is analogous if c has already one colored ray and the number of uncolored rays of c, which are not
s-edges is at least 3 or generally if kol(c)+flex+(c)+flex0(c)+blank(c)−5|{ s-edges incident
to }c}| ≥ 20. In all these cases we are simply able to use 20 − kol(c) − flex+(c) − flex0(c)
new colors (not already included in col(c)) on the uncolored rays or s-edges.
Let us next observe that in the situation when all uncolored rays of c, which are not s-edges,
are either all outrays or all inrays, all rays of c are safe under the condition that each b-ray
of c is diverse with an associated s-edge. Thus we do not have to use shadowing on s-edges
incident to c and can use new colors on them. This means that in such situations we are
always able to use 20−kol(c)−flex+(c)−flex0(c) new colors on uncolored rays of c, because
χ(c) = kol(c) + flex+(c) + flex0(c) + blank(c) ≥ 20.
To illustrate the above reasoning consider the following example. Suppose that c has only
two uncolored rays: an incoming b-ray r and an s-edge r′ associated with it. In this case c
already has at least 4 colored rays (or it has some number of colored rays and chords). Thus it
already holds that kol(c) + flex+(c) + flex0(c) ≥ 10. Also, the ally al of r is already colored.
Let Z ′ = col′(al). We of course have to assign Z ′ to r. Since c does not have an uncolored
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outray,which is not an s-edge, r is safe wrt every color of Z ′. Hence we do not have to do
shadowing on r′. Next we assign 5 new colors to r and 5 different new colors to r′. This way
we increase kol(c) by 10. As a result kol(c) + flex+(c) + flex0(c) ≥ 20.
We are thus left with the following two cases: c has one b-inray and one b-outray and either
(i) one more b-ray and no other chords or rays or (ii) two rays incident to the same vertex and
kol(c) + flex+(c) + flex0(c) < 10.
In both cases it means that c is a triangle. Therefore, one of its edges is coincident both
with a b-outray r1 and a b-inray r2. Let us note that r1, r2 will be colored with the same 10
colors belonging to the set Z and none of the s-edges s1, s2 associated with, respectively, r1
and r2 will be colored with any element of Z. Hence, r1, r2 are going to contribute 10 new
colors to col(c) and s1, s2 are going to either contribute at least another 5 to kol(c) or increase
flex+(c). Either way, s1, s2 will increase kol(c) + flex+(c) by 5. If c already has some colored
rays, then it means that we have already guaranteed that kol(c) + flex+(c) + flex0(c) reaches
at least 20. If we have the first case (i), then let r3 be the third b-ray of c. Let us observe
that r3’s ally is either s1 or s2. It suffices, if we precolor r3 with colors disjoint with Z. In this
way the contribution of r1, r2, r3 to col(c) amounts to 15 colors and edges s1, s2 will increase
kol(c) + flex+ (c) by another 5.
Since each of the sets Z+ and Z− contains 10 elements, it is easy to satisfy the requirement
about the diversity of antennas. In this way we fully color each ray, which is neither a b-edge
nor an s-edge and assign 5-colors of col′(r) to each b-ray. We are left with completing the
coloring of b-rays and coloring associated b-edges. 2
Fact 7 1. Each edge of C ′max is an antenna of at most two halfy cycles of C1.
2. If an edge e ∈ C ′max is an antenna of two halfy cycles, then it is not incident to a cycle
of C1.
Lemma 24 It is always possible to process a path of C1.
Proof. Since paths are processed after cycles of C1, only halfy cycles of C1 can become blocked.
To prevent this, we have to ensure that antennas of the same halfy cycle are diverse or weakly
diverse. The path p has two outer antennas a1, a2 and at most one of them is an inray and
at most one the outray of p. (Each one of them may also be a chord of p.) Assume that a1
is an inray and a2 the outray. Each ai may have to be diverse with two different antennas.
Additionally, each ai may be accompanied by either an inner antenna of the same halfy cycle
or a weak antenna. In each case we call it a′i. Observe that any inner antenna a
′
i may also
have to be diverse with two other antennas, one of which is always ai. A weak antenna a′i
only needs to be weakly diverse with ai, but may have to be diverse with some other antenna
bj . The case is most difficult when all four antennas exist and all are bilateral. Note taht no
other ray of p is a bilateral antenna. Let Zi and Z ′i denote the set of colors forbidden on ai
and a′i, respectively. Let us note that if ai is uncolored, then |Z ′i| ≤ 5. If a′i is an uncolored
inner antenna, then |Zi| ≤ 5. If a′i is a weak antenna, then |Zi| may be equal to 10. Assume
that none of the four antennas is already colored, as the other cases are contained in this one.
Suppose first that a′1 and a′2 are weak antennas. We partition K into two 10-element sets
Z−(p) and Z+(p) so that |Z−p \ (Z1 ∪ Z ′1)| ≥ 7 and |Z+p \ (Z2 ∪ Z ′2)| ≥ 7. To achieve
this we divide K \ (Z1 ∩ Z2 ∩ Z ′1 ∩ Z ′2) (almost) equally between Z−(p) and Z+(p). Since
|Z1 ∩ Z2 ∩ Z ′1 ∩ Z ′2| ≤ 5, it is always possible.
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Suppose next that a′1, a′2 are inner antennas. Then we want to partition K into two 10-
element sets Z−(p) and Z+(p) so that |Z−p \ (Z1 ∪ Z ′1)| ≥ 10 and |Z+p \ (Z2 ∪ Z ′2)| ≥ 10.
Observe that it is not possible if Z1 ∩ Z2 ∩ Z ′1 ∩ Z ′1 6= ∅. However, this can be avoided, by
requiring, for example that antennas b1, b′1 are diverse (thus b1 has to be diverse with c1 and
b′1 instead of c1 and a1 at the moment of coloring b1), where b1, b′1 are antennas, with which
a1, a
′
1 have to be diverse. The case when one of a′1, a′2 is a weak antenna and the other an inner
one is very similar.
After computing such a partition, we are able to color each ray of p so as to ensure that
each antenna is (weakly) diverse with required antennas. 2
2
7.3 Full coloring of b-edges and s-edges
During the processing of paths and cycles of C1 we do not assign colors col′(e) for any edge
e, which is either a secondary b-edge of or an s-edge. As a result some b-edges cannot be
assigned their inherited colors col′′(e). This happens for any b-edge, whose ally is an s-edge or
a secondary b-edge.
To be able to complete the process of coloring all b-edges and s-edges, we introduce a
directed graphD = (VD, ED), which shows the dependencies between halfy triangles containing
such edges. The vertex set of D consists of all halfy triangles. For a halfy triangle t, we denote
by vt a veretx representing it in D. The edge set ED contains an edge (vt, vt′) iff the ally of the
main b-edge of t′ is either an s-edge of t or a secondary b-edge of t. The direction of an edge
(vt, vt′) reflects the fact that t needs to be fully colored to be able to complete the coloring
of t′. Note that each vertex of VD has at most one incoming edge and at most two outgoing
edges. To D-process a directed path or cycle s of D means to complete the coloring of each
halfy triangle t corresponding to any vertex on s in such a way that G1 remains unblocked.
Notice that any two cycles of D are vertex-disjoint.
Lemma 25 It is possible to D-process each b-cycle of D.
Proof. Let c be any b-cycle of D. By saying that a triangle t is on c, we mean that vt ∈ c.
Similarly, by (t, t′) ∈ c we mean (vt, vt′) ∈ c. For every edge (t, t′) ∈ c it holds that a secondary
b-edge of t is colored in the same way as the main b-edge of t′, because the main b-edge et′ of
t′ is the ally of the secondary b-edge e′t of t, i.e., col′′(e′t) = col′(et′). An example of a cycle of
D is shown in Figure 23.
Recall that for any triangle t on c and any color k ∈ Kd assigned to both b-edges et, e′t of t
it holds that these edges are safe w.r.t. k. Let s(t) denote |{k ∈ K : k ∈ col(et)∩ col(e′t)}|. We
want to fully color all b-edges of any triangle on t in such a way that t is cooperative and s(t)
increases by at most 5 in the process. Then we will be able to shadow the s-edge of t. Notice
that s(t) could potentially increase by 10.
Observe that for any color k ∈ K such that k does not occur on any triangle t on c, we
can assign k to every b-edge and secondary b-edge of each triangle t ∈ c. If there are five such
colors, we are done.
Suppose then that there are m such colors and m < 5. Let m′ = 5 − m. Let t1 be a
triangle on c such that its b-edges e(t1), e′(t1) are not colored in the same way. Such a vertex
exists, because otherwise all triangles lying on c would be colored with the same 5 colors and
m would be equal to 15. Thus there exists a color k ∈ col(e′(t1) \ col(e(t1)).
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We will have 5 rounds, during each of which we will assign a new color to each b-edge of a
triangle on c.
Suppose that we consider round 1.
Let t be a triangle on c such that k ∈ col(e(t)) and no triangle t′ on a directed subpath of c
between t and t1 has a b-edge colored with k. In words, t is the closest triangle on c preceding
t1 with a b-edge colored with k.
We claim that we can choose a color k1 such that k1 does not occur on t1 and does not
occur in col(e′(t)) \ col(e(t)). The number of colors occurring on t1 is at most 10 and the
number of colors in col(e′(t)) \ col(e(t)) is at most 5. Hence, we have at least 5 colors at our
disposal.
Let t2 be the first triangle on c succeeding t1 such that k1 ∈ e′(t2). By the way we have
chosen k1, t2 6= t. Then we assign k1 to (i) e′(t1), (ii) both b-edges of each triangle succeeding
t1 and proceeding t2 and to (iii) e(t2).
If t2 occurs between t and t1 on c, we then assign k to (i) e′(t2), (ii) both b-edges of each
triangle succeeding t2 and proceeding t1 and to (iii) e(t1) and are done with this round.
If t2 occurs between t and t1 on c, we continue the process. We choose a color k2 such that
k2 does not occur on t2 and does not occur in col(e′(t)) \ col(e(t)). Let t3 be the first triangle
on c succeeding t2 such that k2 ∈ e′(t3). By the way we have chosen k2, t3 6= t. Then we assign
k2 to (i) e′(t2), (ii) both b-edges of each triangle succeeding t2 and proceeding t3 and to (iii)
e(t3). If t3 is between t and t1 on c, then we can finish the round in the same manner as in
the case above when t2 is succeeds t and proceeds t1 on c. Otherwise we continue the process,
which terminates after at most |c| steps.
Note that s(t) has increased by exactly 1 for each triangle t on c. Also the number of colors
in col(e′(t)) \ col(e(t)) does not change for any triangle t on c. Therefore, we can repeat the
execution of such a round 5 times. 2
Lemma 26 It is possible to D-process each s-cycle of D.
Proof. Let c be any s-cycle of D. We use similar convention regarding notions as in the lemma
above. By saying that a triangle t is on c, we mean that vt ∈ c. Similarly, by (t, t′) ∈ c we
mean (vt, vt′) ∈ c.
Let (t1, t2) be an edge of c such that the ally of t2’s (main) b-edge e(t2) is an s-edge s(t1) of
t1. We assign temporarily the following 5 colors to s(t1): the set of these colors is disjoint both
with col′(e(t1)) and with col′(e(t2)). Let Z(c) = K \ col(s(t1)) ∪ col′(e(t1)) ∪ col′(e(t2)). Note
that Z(c) contains exactly 5 colors because col′(e(t1)) and col′(e(t1)) are disjoint. Thanks to
this temporary coloring of s(t1) we will be able to color fully all triangles on c. To make this
process easier and so that at the end we are able to color s(t1) permanently, we require that
no main b-edge of any triangle on c inherits any color of Z(c) - thus, in a way colors of Z(c)
are forbidden to be inherited on c.
We proceed as follows. We obtain that col′′(e(t2) = col(s(t1). Let (t2, t3) be the following
edge of c.
1. t2 is a halfy triangle and the ally of t3’s main b-edge e(t3) is a secondary b-edge of e′(t2)
of t2.
For each color of col′′(e(t2), which is not already assigned to e′(t2), we assign it to
col′(e′(t2)). Recall that col′′(e′(t2)) = col′(e(t3)). If |col′(e′(t2))| = l < 5, then we assign
5−l additional colors to col′(e′(t2). These colors cannot belong to col(e′(t2))∪col′(e(t3))∪
Z(c). Since |col(e′(t2) ∪ col′(e(t3)| = 5 + l, we are easily able to do that.
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Next, we assign col′(e′(t2) to col′′(e(t3)).
2. t2 is a halfy triangle and the ally of t3’s main b-edge e(t3) is an s-edge s(t2) of t2.
For each color of col′′(e(t2), which is not already assigned to e′(t2) and is not forbidden
on e′(t2) (because e′(t2) is an antenna of some halfy cycle), we assign it to col′(e′(t2)).
If |col′(e′(t2))| = l < 5, then we assign 5− l additional colors to col′(e′(t2). These colors
cannot belong to col(e′(t2)) ∪ Z(c) and cannot be forbidden on e′(t2). The number of
colors forbidden on e′(t2), is at most 5, |col(e′(t2)| = 5 + l and |Z(c)| = 5. Hence, we are
able to find such colors.
We need to shadow s(t2) in such a way that no color of Z(c) occurs on s(t2). All
colors (col(e(t2) ∩ col(e′(t2)) \ col′(e(t3) are assigned to col′′e(t3)). (Notice that none
of them belongs to Z(c).) Let |col′′(e(t3))| = l < 5. We assign l colors of col′(e(t3) \
(col(e(t2) ∩ col(e′(t2)) to s(t3). The remaining 5 − l colors of col(s(t3) are chosen from
K \ (col(e(t3) ∪ Z(c)).
3. t2 is a tricky triangle and the ally of t3’s main b-edge e(t3) is an s-edge of t2.
We need to shadow s(t2) in such a way that no color of Z(c) occurs on s(t2). All colors
col′′(e(t2) \ col′(e(t3) are assigned to col′′e(t3)). (Notice that none of them belongs to
Z(c).) Let |col′′(e(t3))| = l < 5. We assign l colors of col′(e(t3) \ col′′(e(t2) to s(t3).
(Recall that no color of col′(e(t2) occurs on col′(e(t3), because e(t3) is an antenna of t2.)
The remaining 5− l colors of col(s(t3) are chosen from K \ (col(e(t3) ∪ Z(c)).
4. t2 is a tricky triangle and the ally of t3’s main b-edge e(t3) is a b-edge of t2. This is not
possible.
We proceed in the same manner as with t2 with each subsequent triangle ti (i > 2) on c (if
|c| > 2, of course>).
Suppose next that tk is the last triangle on c. It may happen that because of the way we
have colored tk, e(t1)’s ally is colored with some colors of col(s(t1)). In such a case we recolor
s(t1) with colors belonging to col′(e(t2).
8 Return from G′1 to G1
Lemma 27 Given a path-20-coloring of G′1, we can obtain a path-20-coloring of G1.
Proof.
Let t = (p, q, r) be a tricky triangle of C1 such that in G′1 we have replaced the edges
(p, q), (q, q1) with one edge.
We color the edges as follows. Edge (q, q1) is colored in the same way as (p, q1) in G′1.
Suppose first that w(r, p) ≥ w(p, q). Edges (p2, p) ∈ C ′max and (p1, p) are colored with at most
15 colors of K. We color (r, p) with 5 colors of K \ (col(p2, p) ∪ col(p1, p)). For each color
k ∈ col(r, p), if k ∈ col(p, p3), then we assign k to (q, r); otherwise we assign k to (p, q). Note
that k cannot be assigned to (q, q1), because (p, q1) is coincident with (p, p3) in G′1. Hence
(p, q1) and (p, p3) have to be diverse in G′1. Next we assign all 15 colors of K\col(r, p) to (r, q).
We easily notice that each of the edges of t as well as the edge (r, q) are safe.
Suppose next that w(r, p) < w(p, q). This case is, in fact, easier than the one above. We
choose 5 colors from the set K\(col(p, p3)∪col(q, q1)) and assign them to both (p, q) and (q, r).
Next, we assign all 15 colors of K \ col(p, r) to (r, q).
2
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9 Completing the path-coloring
Let S denote a set of strange 2-cycles of C1.
We show that there exist so called exchange sets E1 and F1 with the following properties.
Lemma 28 There exist sets E1, F1 and an assignment f : E1 → F1 such that
1. Let c be any 2-cycle (u, v) belonging to S. Suppose that the edge (u, v) belongs to Cmax
and let (u′, u), (v, v′) be the other edges of Cmax incident to u and v. Then exactly one
of the edges of c belongs to E1. Assume it is e1.
If u′ 6= v′ (i.e. c is not triangular), then f(e1) ∈ {(u′, u), (v, v′)}. Otherwise, if u′ = v′,
then f(e1) ∈ {(u′, u), (v, u′)(u, u′), (u′, v)}.
2. F1 = f(E1)
3. F1 is a matching, i.e., no two edges of F1 share a vertex.
4. 4w(E1) ≤ 6w(F1).
Proof. For each strange 2-cycle c, the set E1 contains an edge of c with minimum weight.
Let d be a cycle of Cmax with length greater than 3 such that at least one strange 2-cycle
of C1 shares an edge with d.
Consider a 2-cycle c = (u, v) belonging to S such that the edge (u, v) belongs to d. Let
(u′, u), (v, v′) be the edges of d adjacent to c. We call (u′, u) an incoming neighbour of c
and (v, v′) an outgoing neighbour of c. If c is not incorrigible, then min{w(u, v), w(v, u)} ≤
3
4(w(u
′, u) +w(v, v′). If d shares an edge only with strange 2-cycles which are not incorrigible,
we set F1 as either the set of all incoming neighbours or the set of all outgoing neighbours,
choosing the one with maximum weight. Since strange 2-cycles are vertex-disjoint, the obtained
set F1 is a matching.
If c is incorrigible, then w(u, v) ≤ max{w(u′, u), w(v, v′)} and F1 contains the neighbour
of c with maximum weight.
2
Let R′ denote the set of all tricky triangles of C1. They correspond to a matching N ′ of
H. Notice that N ∩N ′ = ∅, because no tricky triangle of R (corresponding to N) can occur
in C1. Thus N ∪ N ′ forms a set of alternating paths and cycles. Since N is a maximum
matching of H, each alternating path P that contains at least one edge of N ′ has even length
- thus the number of edges of N ′ on P equals the number of edges of N . For each alternating
cycle and each alternating path of even length we replace some edges of triangles of R′ with
edges belonging to triangles represented by edges of N belonging to the same path or cycle.
More precisely, suppose that an alternating path P or cycle C consists of a sequence of edges
e1, f1, . . . , ei, fi, . . . , ek, fk such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ k it holds that ei ∈ N ′, fi ∈ N and edges
ei, fi have a common vertex in V (H). Then we replace some edges of each tricky triangle
ti of C1 corresponding to edge ei with some edges of a tricky triangle (not occurring in C1)
corresponding to edge fi.
We now describe the exact procedure of replacement.
Let ti = (p, q, r) be a tricky triangle of C1 with a t-cycle ci = (q, r). Recall that ∆(c) =
w(r, q) − 1.5w(q, r). In G1 we take 14 copies of (q, r), 10 copies of each of (p, q), (r, p) and 3
copies of (r, q). This means that we are lacking only one copy of (r, q), i.e.,:
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Fact 8 The weight of the induced subgraph G1(ti) of G1 on vertices p, q, r satisfies:
w(G1(ti)) = 4w(ci) + 10w(ti)− w(q, r).
Consider alternating paths and cycles ofN∪N ′. Each one of them consists of some sequence
of edges e1, f1, . . . , ei, fi, . . . , ek, fk. For any alternating cycle C, we can additionally arrange
the edges on C so that that a common vertex of any two edges ei and fi on C in H corresponds
to a 2-cycle ci. Let (ei, fi) be any pair of edges from such alternating cycle or path and suppose
that a tricky triangle ti of C1 corresponding to ei has the form ti = (p, q, r). If the common
vertex of ei and fi in H corresponds to a 2-cycle ci, then a tricky triangle represented by fi
has the form t′i = (p
′, q, r). We add either (p′, q) or (r, p′) to F2 (and also 3 copies of the edge
added to F2 to G1). If F1 contains an edge incoming to p′, we choose (p′, q), otherwise - (r, p′).
If, on the other hand, the common vertex of ei and fi in H corresponds to the vertex p, then a
tricky triangle represented by fi has the form t′i = (p, q
′, r′). In this case we add either (p, q′)
or (r′, p) to F2 (and also 3 copies of the chosen edge to G1). If F1 contains an edge incoming
to p, we choose (p, q′), otherwise - (r′, p). We call a tricky triangle t′i of R corresponding to
the edge fi a rescuer of ti.
In the next lemma we are going to prove that the total weight of edges added to G1 makes
up for the deficiencies in the weights of the subgraphs induced by vertices of tricky triangles
of C1.
Lemma 29 Let N ′2 denote the set of all t-cycles of tricky triangles of C1. If c is a t-cycle of
a tricky triangle, then α(c) denotes the weight of the lighter edge of c. We have:∑
c∈N ′2 1.5α(c) + ∆(c) ≤ 3w(F2)
To prove it we show a series of auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 30 Let c1, c2 be two 2-cycles such that w′(c1) = w′(c2) and let µ(ci) denote the min-
imum weight edge of a tricky triangle incident to ci. Then 3µ(c1) ≥ 1.5α(c2) + ∆(c2).
Proof. ∆′ = ∆− 
µ(c, 1) = 0.6∆ + 0.5.
Thus we have to show that 3(0.6∆+0.5) ≥ min{4∆′, 2(1+)} as well as 3(0.6∆′+0.5(1+) ≥
min{4∆, 2}.
Suppose to the contrary that 3(0.6∆ + 0.5) < min{4∆′, 2(1 + )}. It then means that
3 + 3.6∆ < 4∆ − 4 + 2 + 2. Thus 1 + 2 < 0.4∆, which means that ∆ > 52 + 5. However,
this contradicts the fact that ∆ < 56 .
Suppose next that 3(0.6∆′ + 0.5(1 + ) < min{4∆, 2}. Then 3 + 3+ 3.6(∆− ) < 4∆ + 2.
Hence ∆ + 32 >
5
2 . On the other hand, we know that  ≤ ∆ < 56 , which means that
∆ + 32 <
5
2 · 56 = 2512 = 2 112 , which shows that we have arrived at a contradiction. 2
Lemma 31 Let c be a 2-cycle of Cmax consisting of edges with weights a = 1 and d = 1.5+∆.
Suppose that a triangle t consists of egdes with weights a, b = 0.5+∆++δ, c = 0.5+0.6∆−.
Then we can take 10a, 10b, 10d and obtain an amenable subgraph.
Proof. The required weight when it comes to the edges of c and t is equal to 4w(c)+10w(t) =
30 + 20∆ + 10δ. On the other hand, 10a+ 10b+ 10d = 30 + 20∆ + 10δ.
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2Next we show that we are able to extend the current path-coloring of G1 to the subgraphs
containing strange 2-cycles and tricky triangles of C1 as well as to the edges of F1 and F2.
We start with subgraphs containing tricky triangles of C1. We proceed in the order dictated
by directed paths and cycles of a graph Hdir, which is a compressed and directed version of the
graph H. Hdir is obtained from H as follows. For each tricky triangle t of C1 we identify as
one vertex vt four vertices in total: all vertices of t as well as the t-cycle c of t. Let e = (u, v)
be any edge of N . It then corresponds to a tricky triangle t′ of R. If t′ is a rescuer of a tricky
triangle t of C1, we direct the counterpart of e in Hdir from vt.
We fist deal with directed cycles of Hdir.
Lemma 32 Let cH be any directed cycle of Hdir. We are able to extend the partial coloring
of G1 to the edges of tricky triangles covered by cH and the edges of F2 of their rescuers.
Proof. Let t1, . . . , tk be the order of tricky triangles of C1, in which they (or more precisely,
the vertices representing them) occur on cH . Assume that each ti has the form ti = (qi, ri, pi),
where (qi, ri) is a t-cycle of ti. This means that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k a rescuer t′i of ti has
the form t′i = (qi, ri, p
′
i), where p
′
i lies on ti+1 (indices are taken modulo k). The vertex pi is
incident to two edges ei = (si, pi), e′i = (pi, s
′
i) belonging to Cmax, which are already colored.
We can assume that ei and e′i are diverse. Thus we use either 8 or 9 edges of K on ei and e′i.
We consider each ti in turn. We assign 3 colors either to fi = (ri, p′i) or to f
′
i = (p
′
i, qi). We do
it in such a way that:
• A color assigned to fi or f ′i does not occur on any of ei+1, e′i+1, fi−1, f ′i−1.
• A color occurring on ei may be assigned to fi but not f ′i . Similarly, a color occurring on
e′i may be assigned to f
′
i but not fi.
We now show that we are able to assign colors to each fi or f ′i to satisfy the above. Suppose
that we consider ti. At most 9 colors of K are used on ei, e′i. Possibly, ti−1 was considered
before and thus one of fi−1, f ′i−1 is already colored with 3 colors. Let Z1 = col(ei) ∪ col(e′i) ∪
col(fi−1)∪ col(f ′i−1), Z2 = col(ei+1)∪ col(e′i+1)∪ col(fi+1)∪ col(f ′i+1) and d = max{|(col(ei) \
Z2|, |(col(e′i) \ Z2|}. We use min{3, d} colors of either col(ei) or (col(e′i) on correspondingly
either fi or f ′i . If we have applied 3 colors, we are done. Note that |Z1| ≤ 12 and |Z2| ≤ 12.
We have |Z1 ∪ Z2| = |Z1|+ |Z2| − |Z1 ∩ Z2| ≤ mult(ei) +mult(e′i) + 15− |Z1 ∩ Z − 2|. Also,
|Z1 ∩ Z2| ≥ mult(ei) + mult(e′i) − 2d. Therefore, |Z1 ∪ Z2| ≤ 15 + 2d. This means that, if
d < 3, there are at least 3− d colors of K, none of which belongs to either Z1 or Z2 and then
we use 3− d such colors.
2
Lemma 33 Let pH be any directed cycle of Hdir. We are able to extend the partial coloring
of G1 to the edges of tricky triangles covered by pH and the edges of F2 of their rescuers.
Proof. Let t1, . . . , tk be the order of tricky triangles of C1, in which they (or more precisely,
the vertices representing them) occur on pH . Assume that each ti has the form ti = (qi, ri, pi),
where (qi, ri) is a t-cycle of ti. This means that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k a rescuer t′i of ti has the
form t′i = (qi, ri, p
′
i), where for each i > 1, p
′
i lies on ti−1 The vertex pi is incident to two edges
ei = (si, pi), e
′
i = (pi, s
′
i) belonging to Cmax, which are already colored.
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Before coloring G1, whenever possible, we replace the edges ei and e′i with one edge e
′′
i =
(si, s
′
i). The only cases when we do not perform such a replacement is when (i) si = s
′
i and
then (si, pi) is a 2-cycle of Cmax, (ii) (si, s′i) is a 2-cycle of C1, (iii) there is a triangle of C1
containing si and s′i. Thus, apart from the three cases described above, edges ei and e
′
i are
colored with the same 4 colors of K.
Suppose that fi = (ri, p′i) ∈ F2. There are 6 colors forming set Zi available for coloring
it and we have to choose 3. There exists such set Zi, because G1 contains one edge of Cmax
incoming to p′i, colored with 4 colors and one edge of C1 incoming to p
′
i, colored with 10 colors
and fi has to be diverse with both of them. Let di = (si, xi), d′i = (x
′
i, s
′
i) be two edges of C1.
Each of them is colored with 10 colors. It is possible that there exists one or two edges of F2
of the form f˜i = (si, yi), f˜ ′i = (y′i, s
′
i), which are already colored. Any edge of F2 is colored
with 3 colors. If we want to recolor ei, we have to ensure that ei is diverse with both di and f˜i.
It means that we have at least 7 colors (set Z1i ) at our disposal for coloring ei. By the same
token, we have at least 7 colors (set Z2i ) available for coloring e
′
i.
Let us first consider the case when ei and e′i are colored with the same 4 colors. If |col(ei)∩
Zi| ≤ 3 we color fi with 3 colors of Zi \ col(ei). In the other case, we recolor ei and e′i by
replacing one fixed color k ∈ Zi ∩ col(ei) with k1 on ei and with k2 on e′i. Colors k1, k2 are
such that k1 6= k2 and kj ∈ Zji \ col(ei) for j ∈ {1, 2}. We then use k and two other colors of
Zi \ col(ei) on fi.
Let us now deal with the three cases when ei and e′i are not replaced with one edge. If
si = s
′
i, then F2 contains at most one of the edges f˜i = (si, yi), f˜ ′i = (y
′
i, si). It means that at
least one of the sets Z1i , Z
2
i contains 10. We can notice that if some color k belongs to Z
1
i ∩Z2i ,
then if we use k on exactly one of ei, e′i then that edge will be safe with respect to k, because
neither di nor d′i is colored with k. We need to assign mult(ei) +mult(e
′
i) ≤ 9 different colors
to ei and e′i. Note that color z assigned to fi can be assigned only to ei and not to e
′
i but we
need to ensure that it will not belong to a monochromatic cycle. We recolor ei, e′i as follows:
• If |(Z1i ∪ Z2i ) \ Zi)| ≥ 6, then we color ei, e′i using at most 3 colors of Zi in total and
assign the remaining colors (unassigned to either ei or e′i) to fi.
• If |(Z1i ∪Z2i )\Zi)| = 4 +x, where x ∈ {0, 1}, then |Z1i ∩Z2i | ≥ 7−x, because |Z1i ∪Z2i | =
|Z1i |+ |Z2i |− |Z1i ∩Z2i | ≥ 17−|Z1i ∩Z2i |. This means that Z1i ∩Z2i contains at least 2−x
elements of Zi. We assign 2−x colors of Z1i ∩Z2i ∩Zi to ei and also fi, 1 +x other colors
of Zi to fi and the remaining 3 colors of Z can be assigned to either ei or e′i. We also
use 9− (5− x) = 4 + x colors of (Z1i ∪ Z2i ) \ Zi) to complete the coloring of ei and e′i.
2
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